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Abstract
The present master’s thesis attempts to explore the concept of aura, as Walter
Benjamin understood it, through the literary/audio-visual works of art found in Pale Fire,
by Vladimir Nabokov, The Crying of Lot 49, by Thomas Pynchon and Infinite Jest, by
David Foster Wallace. Thus, it is my purpose to show how the unique aesthetic experience
of these art works’ proximity—i.e. John Shade’s poem, The Courier Tragedy and the
perniciously addictive film “Infinite Jest”—affects those who obsess over them; i.e.
Charles Kinbote’s mad inquisitiveness in the first novel, Oedipa Maas’ paranoid epic in
the second one, and the consequences of addiction to entertainment for American society
in the third one. In other words, it is the ‘aura’ of those three works of art—or lack of it,
as is the case with Infinite Jest—which forces characters to assume the inherent conflict
between artistic production and mechanical reproduction within the highly-globalized,
post-war world they live in. The conclusion will shed light over the qualities of storytelling integrated in the novels (again, by using Benjamin’s works), which helps justify
how committed, original works of art need to be revived by a suitable audience willing
to resurrect them by assimilation—i.e. reading or listening—for them to become
immortal.

Keywords: Aura, Consumerism, Entertainment, Postmodernity, Work of art.
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Abstract
Este trabajo de investigación pretende explorar el concepto de ‘aura’ tal y como
lo plantea Walter Benjamin a través de las obras de arte literarias y audiovisuales que
centran la trama alrededor de las novelas fuego pálido, de Vladimir Nabokov, la
subasta del lote 49, de Thomas Pynchon, y la broma infinita, de David Foster Wallace.
De este modo, es mi propósito demostrar en este trabajo cómo la experiencia estética
singular que conlleva la proximidad física ante dichas obras de arte—a saber, el poema
de John Shade “fuego pálido,” la tragedia del correo de Richard Wharfinger, o la
perniciosa y adictiva película “la broma infinita” de James Incandenza—afecta
profundamente a aquellos que se obsesionan con éstas: la alocada curiosidad de Charles
Kinbote en la primera novela, la epopeya paranoide de Oedipa Maas en la segunda y las
consecuencias de la adicción al entretenimiento en la sociedad americana, en general,
en la tercera. En otras palabras, el aura que envuelve dichas obras de arte—o ausencia
de ésta, como en el caso de la broma infinita—se convierte en el elemento que obliga a
estos personajes a asumir el conflicto intrínseco que existe entre la producción artística
y la reproducción mecánica que rodea al mundo de posguerra globalizado en el que
ellos viven. La conclusión trata de dilucidar las cualidades de los distintos tipos de
narrativa integrados en las novelas (de nuevo, apoyado en las obras de Benjamin) que
ayudará a justificar cómo esas obras de arte originales necesitan salir a la luz por medio
de una audiencia dispuesta a resucitarlas, ya sea a través de su lectura o escucha, para
garantizar así su inmortalidad.

Palabras clave: Aura, Consumismo, Entretenimiento, Posmodernidad, Obra de Arte.
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Introduction:
By the end of the 19 th century, the emerging imperialist powers around the world
voiced the perception that the US had lost the sense of innocence inspired by its origin,
that is, “a predominantly agricultural America [which] had been seen by many as, in
Jefferson’s words, ‘the last best hope of mankind’” (Lee and Reinders 190). In fact, the
idea of the US as a prevailing naïve land—i.e. rid of either old class systems, or warstricken, feudal history such as Europe’s—had vanished during the Reconstruction
period, along with the advent of industrial and urban developments as the peak of
American imperialism within the nation’s borders. However, Americans had quite a
different view of themselves: the advent of factories, cities and masses was never
regarded as loss of innocence in the country: “rather, they saw factories and cities as the
inevitable products of Progress,” since “the factory was merely the large-scale
manifestation of industrial processes that had been going on in New England homes since
the seventeenth-century” (Lee and Reinders 191). Thus, factories have been associated to
modern life and progress since the beginnings of modern American history. Labor theory,
or critical approaches on job design, posits Fordism as the epitome for modern society,
which arrives both as a herald of social progress and technological advancement.
Implemented for the first time by Henry Ford at his Highland Park factory in 1914,
Fordism contributed both to the development of mass production, and to the introduction
of early assembly-line gears, as it secured capital through social relations. Fordism is
understood as “a stage of capital accumulation that began to crystallize in the 1930s, ﬁrst
in the United States and then elsewhere, and that became the dominant mode of social
regulation in the postwar era” (Burris 100). Even though it took form in the 1930s, Ford
had been setting up factories since the 1910s in Highland Park, Michigan, wherein he had
started implementing the practices that Fordism became known for, among others,
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the spread of technologies of mass production and markets for mass consumption
[…], the emergence of a homogenizing mass culture, suburbanization, the
predominance of the male breadwinner—female homemaker family form, and the
tendency for social practices to be contained within nation-states. (Burris 100)
In other words, Fordism became the symbol of Modernity for urban and work
development, which also set the basis for the establishment of consumerist society which
would reach its peak from the early years of the post-WWII period. In fact, Fordism
allowed workers to earn well-adjusted wages, thus creating stable conditions for the
development of consumerism amidst working classes. Ford’s factory work conditions,
“for the first time in history, […] created a norm of working-class consumption in which
individual ownership of commodities governed the concrete practices of consumption”
(Pietrykowski 384). The emergence of a society of consumption was mainly possible due
to Ford’s decision to pay five dollars a day to those who had rendered long-term service
to the factory, insofar as they could pass a test designed by Ford himself.
The five-dollar pay was only a small part of an emerging industrial apparatus
which aimed to set moral standards for its workers. Ford designed tests which enabled
workers to achieve promotions and bonus payments. Accordingly, “to enable them to pass
these tests, […] Ford set up churches and established a welfare and education programme
to provide moral guidance, to teach English, to inculcate American values and to build
the American Way of Life” (Clarke 21). The practice of American values is not only
ideologically persuasive for Ford Motor Company’s workers, but also elsewhere in the
world under the company’s name, due to Ford’s methods of work standardization and
factory exports to Europe1 . For instance, his educational programme used films that
This is not to say that Henry Ford’s industrial hegemony over the world was regarded as an ideological
danger. In fact, some Europeans embraced the influence of Fordism at the time. For instance, Antonio
Gramsci perceived Fordism as a herald of Modernity, that is, an effort of rationalization in industry which
clashed against “the old plutocratic stratum” in Europe—i.e. the intricately complex political European
1
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showed Henry Ford’s personal story as a traditional, deceptively rag-to-riches tale, thus
fueling traits of American myths—i.e. self-reliance, manifest destiny, individualism.
Ford’s films did not only show patriotic stories of rural boys escalating social
classes on their arrival in the city, but also depicted workers such as the viewers were
who led flawless individual lives—e.g. family values, self-sacrifice, religious virtuosity.
Ford’s films showing workers who exercise moral virtues represent the first time in
history in which a collective body—i.e. a group of workers in a car factory—comes face
to face with themselves by use of camera and photography. According to Walter
Benjamin, for the first time in history, film allows the masses to be captured by camera,
who “are brought face to face with themselves” (Benjamin 243). Benjamin argues that,
since the masses are enlarged by the camera in ways that the human eye cannot perceive,
“mass movements […] constitute a form of human behavior which particularly favors
mechanical equipment” (244). In other words, Ford’s ideal social formation in factories
shows masses of workers who toil and work by the factory machine to earn his—usually
his, since Fordism usually relegated “women’s primary role[…] in the sphere of
privatized consumption in the home” (McDowell 402)—bread to provide for his family,
which favored an archetypal image of the different members of society, in Ford’s case,
with regards to the company’s expectations.
Thus, Ford’s ideal social formation seems to set in motion an increasing sense of
fragmentation within the modern world by which most people do not know the resulting
product of their jobs, since each worker is expected to undertake the production of a single
piece of an automobile. Similarly, Benjamin points to the feeling of alienation that
overcomes the actor/actress in front of the camera, whose work is not unlike the work of

system in which riches have largely been held by members of upper classes whom Gramsci refers to as
“parasitic society” (564). Thus, Ford’s modern industry highlighted the outmoded, class-ridden European
industry in Gramsci’s view.
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a Ford factory mechanic. Thus, the represented image of either actor, or factory worker,
in front of the camera, is brought before the public, that is,
while facing the camera [s]he knows that ultimately [s]he will face the public, the
consumers who constitute the market. This market, where [s]he offers not only
his [/her] labor but also his [/her] whole self […] During the shooting [s]he has as
little contact with it as any article made in a factory. (Benjamin 224)
In other words, the filmed image’s product does not belong to the subject of the
film any longer, since it becomes a fragmentary piece that needs to be subjected to a
process of editing to constitute a whole film, just as a single part of a T-model car
produced in a Ford factory’s assembly-line requires a complete assemblage of its parts to
become a whole automobile. Mechanical reproduction favors a fragmentary character
both in the factory, where workers are expected to produce one single part of a whole car
ad infinitum, and in the production of art, whose narratives depend on correct film editing
for the story to make sense. However, whereas in the editing of a film the process reaches
completion, there seems to be no end to mechanical reproduction, which is brought before
the public to comply with the incipient culture of consumption.
In short, Benjamin criticizes the degeneration of art under the expansion of
modern factory work, since the establishment of mechanical reproduction of images and
objects alike suppresses “the unique phenomenon of a distance, however close it may be,”
which is Benjamin’s understanding of aura (216). Aura is as a condition of either
historical or natural objects: it is defined as the object’s unique existence “at the place
where it happens to be,” thus determining “the history to which [the natural or historical
object] was subject throughout the time of its existence.” (214) In other words, aura is
experienced by the space and time where a unique object is found, which bears witness
to the past to which it is inscribed.
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The work of art’s aura is one of the most seminal concepts in Benjamin’s work,
associated to his skepticism against technological progress, whose maladjustment to
social life could only culminate in war. As Benjamin has put it, “the destructiveness of
war furnishes proof that society has not been mature enough to incorporate technology as
its organ, that technology has not been sufficiently developed to cope with the elemental
forces of society” (235). Even though the novels analyzed in the different chapters of this
project deal with the US after the Second World War, the post-Fordist élan finds its voice
in other economic and ideological systems that are present in such novels. Even though
“the term Fordism fell out of use during the 1950s and 1960s, in favor of Keynesianism
and State Monopoly Capitalism,” (Clarke 13) its spirit is still alive because of the notable
changes Ford implemented concerning standardization of procedure, assembly-line
production and reproduction, and influence on arguably moral codes of social demeanor.
Thus, the following pages conform a research project that aims to explore the
effects of aura between a work of art and the individual who encounters it, as well as
providing a context for the influence of post-Fordism in ideological and social terms after
the Second World War. The analysis aims to shed some light on the growing disparity
between Benjamin’s understanding of the degeneration of art and technological progress,
that is, the influence of mechanical reproduction on the loss of aura in artistic production.
Vladimir Nabokov’s Pale Fire (1962) is analyzed considering John Shade’s poem “Pale
Fire” as an influential art work whose effects on Charles Kinbote are translated into the
latter’s response in the form of fragmentary notes that aim to transcend the original
poem’s purposes in search for meaning. These notes are compiled in an effort to bestow
meaning on the poem, a misleading response whose point of departure is Kinbote’s
experience of aura, in Benjamin terms. Thomas Pynchon’s The Crying of Lot 49 (1966)
puts forward a complementary understanding on Benjaminean aura between the work of
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art and the individual in which the latter only realizes how dull her life has indeed been
when she encounters such art work—i.e. Oedipa’s trip to Mexico with her ex-lover Pierce
Inverarity, during which they visit an exhibition of Remedios Varo’s paintings that makes
Oedipa cry. Finally, David Foster Wallace’s Infinite Jest (1996) presents a dystopian
vision of North America—i.e. an imperialist superpower resulting from Canada and
Mexico’s annexation to the US—which is set in the current period that Ihab Hassan has
termed postmodernity. Among other characteristics, postmodernity sees the creation of
endless series of simulations that make aura between individuals and artistic production
no longer possible. Instead, the relationship between the film cartridge called “Infinite
Jest” and its viewer is a murderous one in which the latter, once exposed to the film, is
never fully satisfied and keeps watching the entertainment until his bodily functions fail.
To sum up, the three novels discussed below differ among each other in their approach
to aura. On the one hand, both Pale Fire and The Crying of Lot 49 allow an
explanation of aura by means of analyzing Charles Kinbote’s and Oedipa Maas’ reaction
to the art works they encounter. On the other hand, Infinite Jest puts forward a mass
reproduced work of art, which is James Incandenza’s homonymous film, whose effects
on the viewer are always lethal—i.e. its aural quality being replaced for enthralling
entertainment, as a product meant for mass consumption. Thus, the application of
Benjamin’s ideas to contemporary American literature enhances the communication (or
the lack of it, as is the case in Wallace’s novel) which exists between the past and the
present in a cultural context which increasingly replaces reality for simulations,
commodifies ideology into objects of consumption and disengage the individual from
his/her perceptions of history and tradition.
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Theoretical Framework
This project uses Walter Benjamin’s “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction” (1935) as its main secondary source, since the three novels hereby
described deal with a creative response given by characters upon encountering an original
work of art, as is the case for both Charles Kinbote and Oedipa Maas in Pale Fire (1962)
and The Crying of Lot 49 (1966) respectively. Whereas in the former Benjamin’s theories
are developed in terms of Jean Baudrillard’s Simulacra and Simulation (1981), the latter
applies Betty Friedan’s perceptions on the 1960s-woman question in The Feminine
Mystique (1963) to explain Oedipa’s motivations throughout the novel.
As for Infinite Jest (1996), the novel is chosen due to its illustration of a dystopian
continent-wide nation in which Benjaminean aura has been altogether obliterated and
substituted for another form of enthrallment: filmed entertainment. Thus, the analysis
explains that the cultural stage of postmodernity—rather, postmodernity’s ultimate
consequences, as portrayed in the novel—is set according to Ihab Hassan, as well as
developing Louis Althusser’s views on Ideological State Apparatuses’ shift from the
church to the school in the late 19th century, and how it applies to the setting in Wallace’s
novel, that is, a tennis academy.
Thus, the following research project aims to confront technological progress and
its most characteristic effects throughout 20 th century American society as portrayed in
literature, along with the notion of authenticity in works of art encountered by characters
in these novels who desperately seek to produce a creative response to this encounter.
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1. Severing the Knots of Tradition: Aura, Past and Simulation in Vladimir Nabokov’s
Pale Fire.
This paper aims to analyze a condition which has remained unchanged during the
shift from Modernism to Postmodernism in the US, namely, the ever-growing
technological advancements and commodification in the endless series of simulations that
have taken place in what Walter Benjamin called the age of mechanical reproduction. In
so doing, this paper analyzes Vladimir Nabokov’s Pale Fire (1962), famously described
by Mary McCarthy as “a Jack-in-the-box, a Faberge gem, a clockwork toy, a chess
problem” (“Bolt from the Blue”). McCarthy’s remark seems appropriate to remind that
Nabokov’s text is, in fact, a novel open to multiple interpretations, which leads this analysis
to establish a difference between John Shade and Charles Kinbote—i.e. neither has created
the other one as a different character to express opposite views either on Zembla, or on New
Wye. Finally, it is also relevant to establish John Shade’s poem as an original work of art
whose aura, according to Walter Benjamin, produces a mesmerizing effect on the poem’s
commentator, which also triggers his wish to compile an annotated version to Shade’s poem
that reaches the reader as the novel Pale Fire.
The poet John Shade is shot dead near his residence at New Wye—a fictional
college town in New England—in July 21 st, 1959, right after writing line 999 to his chef
d’oeuvre “Pale Fire,” a poem in four cantos depicting muses on death, autobiographical
sketches, as well as an eulogy on the loss of the Shades’ only daughter, Hazel Shade, after
she has presumably committed suicide by drowning herself into a frozen lake. Shade’s
neighbor, professor Charles Kinbote at Wordsmith University—the very campus where
the late John Shade had also been a professor—gets hold of the poet’s manuscript and
retires himself to a quiet log in fictional Utana to write a lengthy, fragmented commentary
on the poem trying to find within Shade’s verses the epic story of his native land, Zembla.
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Progressively, Kinbote’s notes develop three narrative plots that reflect each other in
different timelines, as well as geographical areas.
Seemingly, after completing his poem, John Shade is shot by Jack Grey, a
schizophrenic escapee who mistakes the poet for Kinbote’s landlord, Judge
Goldsworth—the person responsible for Jack Grey’s confinement to his asylum. Kinbote
compiles an annotated volume on Shade’s handwritten poem consisting of a preface, the
poem, a commentary and final index. In his commentary and preface, Kinbote
intersperses anecdotes concerning his private relations to the Shades and several other
neighbors in New Wye, with the story of the exiled king Charles II, alias Charles Xavier
‘the Beloved,’ and also with the voyage from Zembla to New Wye of hitman Jakob
Gradus, alias Jack Degree, alias Jacques de Grey, who belongs to an assassin Zemblan
organization whose aim is to eliminate the estranged King Charles II, now living as
Professor Charles Kinbote in New Wye. Kinbote’s anecdotes and musings mirror each
other in a series of refractions that make it difficult to establish an absolute meaning to
the story, thus fanning out multiple interpretations. It seems relevant to clear doubts on
the existence of both John Shade as the author of the poem and Charles Kinbote as the
critic who compiles the novel that the reader receives, thus opposing those interpretations
that point to Shade as the sole author of Pale Fire by means of an invented veiled identity
he calls Charles Kinbote.
The Shadean reading of Pale Fire posits that the first lines of John Shade’s
poem—“I was the shadow of the waxwing slain / by feigned remoteness in the
windowpane” (27)—evoke the image of a bird which dies in an attempt to fly across the
sky reflected on a windowpane. As Mary McCarthy has put it, “Shade's poem begins with
a very beautiful image, of a bird that has flown against a window and smashed itself,
mistaking the reflected sky in the glass for the true azure” (“Bolt from the Blue”). This
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image seems to encourage the poet to imagine himself after his death with the aid of a
fictional double, Charles Kinbote, so that the excellent mirror play of the novel stands out
by means of Zembla, Gradus, etc. Accordingly, “perhaps the waxwing image is a key to
the Kinbote story; perhaps Shade has not died but has instead invented Kinbote and
commentary and killing” (Boyd 186). However, this theory blurs out the possibility that
the events in Shade’s poem are true—i.e. Hazel’s death—since Kinbote seems to have
been an influential person in the lives of the Shades during the poet’s last months before
dying. Thus, “if Shade invents Kinbote, Zembla, and his own death, he must also be
radically reinventing his real life […] to the point where New Wye, Wordsmith, and even
Hazel's death become dubious” (190). Indeed, there is no point in analyzing the aspects
of Hazel’s death, among other reasons, because if Shade had really invented Charles
Kinbote to write a commentary, neither Shade’s death, nor his daughter’s, are to be
necessarily real. Hazel’s death needs to be real, according to the novel’s logic, for the
reader to care about interpretations on her death. Thus, Kinbote must be regarded as a
separate character from John Shade, whose poem “Pale Fire” enthralls the critic to the
point of madness due to the manuscript’s aura, which first needs to be explained in
Benjamin’s term and its relation to tradition and history.
In his fourteenth “Thesis on the Philosophy of History” (1940), Walter Benjamin
depicts a view of history as the result of simultaneous presents which coexist in a
continuum of timelessness. According to Benjamin, “history is the subject of a structure
whose site is not homogeneous, empty time, but time filled by the presence of the now”
(252). In other words, the present is often reincarnated into events from the past, such as
Robespierre’s belief that the French Revolution was a reincarnation of Ancient Rome
attributes (253). Similarly, literature depends on art works from previous generations to
be able to convey a reinterpretation of tradition, since “no poet, no artist of any art, has
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his [/her] 2 complete meaning alone” (Eliot 37). In Eliot’s view, a writer’s complete
meaning involves not only the work s/he has accomplished, but also his/her relation to
the preceding artists who have substantially influenced such writer. According to Eliot,
tradition is only obtained by the writer who undertakes “great labour,” which “involves,
in the first place, the historical sense,” that is, “not only the pastness of the past, but of its
presence” (14). Thus, the writer’s historical sense or, rather, the presence of the past in
his/her work, is what accounts for the simultaneous existence of the writer’s fiction along
with the fiction of his/her original land. Eliot’s ideas on past and present fiction in
simultaneous existence seem to agree with Walter Benjamin’s statement of history filled
with the presence of the now in his fourteenth thesis. This simultaneity is nowhere more
conspicuous than in the epigraph that Charles Kinbote adds to his commentaries on Pale
Fire:
This reminds me of the ludicrous account he gave Mr. Langton, of the despicable
state of a young gentleman of good family. ‘Sir, when I heard of him last, he was
running about town shooting cats.’ And then in a sort of kindly reverie, he
bethought himself of his own favorite cat, and said, ‘But Hodge shan't be shot: no,
no, Hodge shall not be shot.’ (Pale Fire 5)
The epigraph on Pale Fire, taken from James Boswell’s Life of Dr Johnson
(1791), is ambiguous: on a first reading, it seems clear that Johnson is sure that his own
cat Hodge will be safe from the mad ramblings of a young man who was known to be
running about town shooting cats. For Boswell, Samuel Johnson’s story “becomes a way
of recalling into the present Johnson’s love of even the smallest animals he has ‘taken
under his protection’ and, by extension, his love of children and servants in general”

Eliot’s ideas are hereby applied with regard to tradition and the work of art’s historical sense,
notwithstanding his occasional elitist, all-male ideas about dubiously superior works of art.
2
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(Silver 242). However, it is not unlikely to think that the young man Johnson speaks about
might have been himself, asserting, “in a sort of kindly reverie,” that Hodge will be spared
from his [i.e. Johnson’s] own cat shoot-out around town. If this is true, Johnson’s double
identity, as both Dr. Johnson and the cats’ hunter, illustrates the notion of history as filled
with the presence of the now, not only because no one seems to know anything regarding
the whereabouts of that young gentleman, but also because the possibility exists that such
gentleman might have been Johnson himself, thus illustrating Eliot’s claim that “the past
should be altered by the present as much as the present is directed by the past” (15). In
other words, just as Johnson’s account of a young gentleman’s unfortunate outcome is
altered by his intention to establish a difference between his person and the gentleman’s,
it is also his alter ego, the young gentleman, who has directed him towards “the ludicrous
account he gave Mr. Langton,” under the guise of Samuel Johnson.
This interpretation fits the initial description of Charles Kinbote, since he grasps
any bland hint in John Shade’s poem “Pale Fire” to narrate King Charles Xavier’s exile
from Zembla as if he were a different person from him. However, the reader soon
learns that he is the exiled king under a new identity as a literature professor at
Wordsmith College in New Wye. 3
The relationship between poet and critic in the novel is crucial, since no definition
of tradition would be complete without the role of the critic with regards to the poet’s
work, since “criticism is as inevitable as breathing” (Eliot 13). Accordingly, tradition
might be defined as the successful interaction between the artist who brings forth the
poets from the past and the critic who deals with the poem, instead of the poet. Hence,

3

The resemblance between Johnson and Kinbote is reinforced when the reader learns that, among several
literary extracts contained in Kinbote’s black pocketbook whence he draws ideas for his notes, there is also
“a footnote from Boswell’s Life of Dr Johnson”—presumably the same in the novel’s epigraph (Pale Fire
126).
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“honest criticism and sensitive appreciation is directed not upon the poet but upon the
poetry” (Eliot 17). This is exactly what Kinbote does not do: he blatantly flouts Eliot’s
directions on assessing poetry not only by including multiple details on John Shade’s, as
well as his wife Sybil’s, lives in his notes, but also by ignoring the separation between
Shade and his poetic persona, that is, between Shade the person and Shade the poet.
Thus, if tradition is the result of successful interaction between a historicallyminded poet and his critic, then one may assume as well that poetry is the result of the
split personality between personal mind and poetic mind: “the more perfect the artist, the
more completely separate in him will be the man who suffers and the mind which creates”
(Eliot 18). “Pale Fire” is a poem composed out of a long, deep mourning process on the
Shades’ daughter’s presumable suicide, Hazel Shade, at age sixteen. In the poem, the
narrative voice has been so confused trying to make sense of what had indeed occurred
to Hazel, that he speculates on what locals thought in the aftermath: “others supposed
she might have lost her way / By turning left from Bridgeroad; and some say / she took
her poor young life” (Pale Fire 43). Throughout Kinbote’s commentary, the reader
learns about most of the Shades’ mourning process, even though the critic does not
seem to realize about their grieving. For instance, whereas the poem reveals that Hazel
had a Korean friend who took Shade’s lectures at Wordsmith College in Canto II (38),
later on in Kinbote’s notes, the reader learns that this Korean boy, now a graduate
student, attends John Shade’s birthday party while Kinbote spies them “from behind a
drapery, from behind a box tree, through the golden veil of evening and through the
black lacery of night” (130). The Shades’ attachment to the Korean boy stands as a
clear pattern in a thread of remembrances that John and Sybil struggle to collect in
order to briefly bring their daughter back, whereas Kinbote’s apparent only concern
while

spying

on

the

Shade’s

guests

is

“whether

there
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had been a mistake” in the delivery of his invitation to the party, “and Shade would
telephone” (130) to invite him over as well.
Therefore, Kinbote fails to understand that Shade does not write “Pale Fire” as an
epic poem on the laudable escape of an exiled king from his land. Rather, the poem seems
to facilitate a separation between individual and artistic character. As Eliot claims,
“poetry is not the expression of personality, but an escape from personality” (Eliot 21).
Shade’s poem transcends his own authorial voice to engrave itself within the fabric of
tradition, whereas Kinbote’s role as a critic severs tradition because he frequently includes
extraneous references about Zembla that do not seem to exist as literally in the poem as
Kinbote intends.
Even though Kinbote misguides the reader’s attention from Shade’s poem, he is
not impervious to the aura of “Pale Fire,” that is, its enthralling quality which obeys to
the primeval ritual function embedded in works of art. Rather, Kinbote’s unfruitful search
for Zembla in the poem tells the Pale Fire reader more about the critic than he tells about
Shade, since by “articulating what passes in our minds when we read a book and feel an
emotion about it, [we criticize] our own minds in [others’] work of criticism” (Eliot 13).
Hence, Zembla’s misleading history stands as the response to an utterly overwhelming
feeling caused by Kinbote’s experience of what Walter Benjamin has termed the work of
art’s aura. For Benjamin, the concept of aura in art refers to “the unique quality
traditionally attributed to an artwork, giving it a special status equivalent to that of a
sacred object in religious ritual” (McGowan 1164). Benjamin agrees with Eliot insofar as
a work of art has always been embroidered into the much larger quilt of tradition. He
claims that the ritual function imbedded in the work of art has always led its idolatrous
public to be “confronted with its uniqueness, that is, its aura” (217). The art work’s ritual
function corresponds to either pagan or religious services whose devotees, understanding
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its aura as a mark of authenticity and permanence, praised art’s pious condition of
depicting theology’s divinest being—God.
Benjamin claims that, in the late 19 th century, the ritual function of art shifted to
“the doctrine of l’art pour l’art, that is, […] a theology of art” (218). However, this shift
takes place at the time in which a radical change is domineering, namely, that “mechanical
reproduction [is emancipating] the work of art from its parasitical dependence on ritual”
(218). Thus, mechanical reproduction of art eliminates the ritualistic element engraved
on it, since the effects of art upon the viewer strongly depended on “the unique
phenomenon of a distance, however close it may be” (216). In other words, if mechanical
reproduction of art produces thousands of copies from the same painting, the experience
of watching the photographs of such painting is never quite the same as the experience of
watching the original painting, along with the place and time where it happens to be.
Vladimir Nabokov seems to use different words to reflect on the effects of
Benjamin’s aura between the work of art and the beholder. In the explanatory notes “On
a Book Entitled Lolita” (1956), he claims:
Lolita has no moral in tow. For me a work of fiction exists only insofar as it affords
me what I shall bluntly call aesthetic bliss, that is a sense of being somehow,
somewhere, connected with other states of being where art (curiosity, tenderness,
kindness, ecstasy) is the norm. (358)
In this passage, Nabokov rightly claims justice against early publishers who
charged Lolita (1955) with heavy censorship mainly on moral grounds. He depicts a sense
of aesthetic bliss that is similar to Benjamin’s idea that the work of art produces the effect
of aura within the fabric of tradition where such art work is embedded. Furthermore,
Charles Kinbote seems to support this view in his preface to Pale Fire, after quoting and
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berating several literary critics who disliked John Shade’s “Pale Fire.” Paradoxically,
Kinbote spitefully plays down several critics on Shade’s poem by claiming that
such hearts, such brains, would be unable to comprehend that one’s attachment to
a masterpiece may be utterly overwhelming, especially when it is the underside of
the weave that entrances the beholder and only begetter, whose own past intercoils
there with the fate of the innocent author. (Pale Fire 14)
Kinbote seems to enhance the ritual function derived from Shade’s manuscript —
i.e. John Shade’s handwritten poem, which is a corollary of what Benjamin explains
regarding the force occurring between individuals and artistic works. In fact, Kinbote’s
obsessive relationship to Shade’s manuscript is so twisted that, after Shade’s murder, “for
several days [he] wore it, as it were, having distributed the ninety-two index cards 4 about
[his] person” (Pale Fire 235). This seemingly simple gesture is one of many conspicuous
clues which reveal that Kinbote has fallen prey into the maelstrom of aesthetic bliss, or
the art work’s aura, in an age in which the reproduction of art is the norm.
One reason why Kinbote could be profoundly affected by the manuscript is the
poem’s “unique existence in time and space,” which is the one element “even the most
perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking” (Benjamin 214). Since the original work
of art should traditionally be prepared to render service (albeit merely symbolical) in a
usually religious mass, Benjamin states that “today the cult value would seem to demand
that the work of art remain hidden” (218). Indeed, Kinbote compiles his annotated version
of the poem “Pale Fire” hidden in a log amidst the woods, away from unsought attention.

Kinbote explains in the Preface that John Shade’s poem, reproduced along with the former’s own
comments, was originally written longhand in what consisted “of eighty medium-sized index cards” (11).
Likewise, after Shade’s death, Kinbote had managed to retrieve twelve extra “precious [index cards] with
variants” that he incorporates at different parts in his Commentary, which renders the total sum of ninetytwo cards (235).
4
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Kinbote’s retirement from social life to focus solely on Shade’s manuscript
accounts for the central thesis in Benjamin’s concept of aura, namely, its decay in the
transition from manual to technical workforce. According to him, the decay of the aura is
related to the mechanical reproduction of the work of art which dons it, since “the unique
phenomenon of a distance,” depending on both space and time, stops being respected by
its very reproducibility. Thus, “what Benjamin refers to as the decay […] of aura, happens
in the moment in which the authenticity conceived of as Here and Now of the original,
disappears from the work” (Lindroos 130). The consequences of existing within the scope
of an original art work deep into the age of mechanical reproduction is acutely
emphasized by Charles Kinbote’s role in Pale Fire.
The novel assembled by Kinbote offers a representation of reality radically
different from the one represented by John Shade’s poem only. This seems to be a
deceptively simple statement, which pleads room for further analysis: in their capacity
to represent reality, Kinbote’s text belongs to the realm of film techniques, whereas
Shade’s poem could be compared to those of the painter. According to Benjamin, the
pictures of reality that a painter and a cameraman obtain are necessarily different,
because “that of the painter is a total one, [whereas] that of the cameraman consists of
multiple fragments which are assembled under a new law” (227). The a lluded law
corresponds to film’s ground-breaking new means of mechanical reproduction—i.e.
lightning, camera work, editing work, etc. Similarly, whereas Kinbote’s commentary
complies with the work of the cameraman and Shade’s poem with that of the painter, they
could also be defined as the surgeon and the magician, respectively, as follows:
The magician maintains the natural distance between the patient and himself;
though he reduces it very slightly by the laying on of hands […]. The surgeon […]
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greatly diminishes the distance between himself and the patient by penetrating
into the patient’s body. (Benjamin 227)
Thus, the painter holds a natural distance from reality, whereas the cameraman
does not. In other words, whilst John Shade’s poem is able to depict superb muses on
death by eulogizing the Shades’ loss of their daughter Hazel, Kinbote’s fragmented
comments minutely grope for futile, fanciful references to his lost Zemblan land without
keeping distance from the poem’s several accomplishments. Far from keeping such
distance, Kinbote literally accosts Shade’s poem’s aura—as mentioned earlier, after
Shade’s death, Kinbote wears Shade’s index cards underneath his clothes for several days.
Hence, Shade’s representation of reality, gifted with a natural distance, corresponds to
the tradition of the traditional artist, that is, one who is able to find a voice which echoes
the voices from the past, just as a magician respects the natural distance of his/her
subject by the “laying on of hands.”5 However, Kinbote’s compilation of notes on
Shade’s poem, unavoidably affects its representation of reality, since it is akin to film, the
agent force of mechanical reproduction (Benjamin 215). Film contributes to the shattering
of tradition in which a work of art is embedded because of the former’s dependence on
mass reproduction.
Furthermore, Benjamin states that film is aimed at mass reproduction, “a
technique [which] detaches the reproduced object from the domain of tradition” (215).
As he posits, mass reproduction roots out the work of art and deprives it from its aura,
thus removing it from the fabric of tradition to which it belongs. Kinbote’s misleading
‘film’ on Shade’s poem (that of Zembla, of King Charles the Beloved, of Gradus’

John Shade’s comparison between artist and magician is further reinforced early in the novel when
Kinbote, recollecting the powerful manner in which his neighbor’s poem has affected him, declares that
“Pale Fire” “is, indeed, a sudden flourish of magic: my gray-haired friend, my beloved old conjurer, put a
pack of index cards into his hat—and shook out a poem” (Nabokov 22).
5
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inexorable approach to Shade’s murder scene) corresponds to the symbolic representation
of art’s loss of tradition at the hands of mechanical reproduction. Thus, Kinbote’s
influence on Shade’s poem alters not only the aura on “Pale Fire,” but also—more
conspicuously—both its structure and meaning. As Benjamin concludes, “that which
withers in the age of mechanical reproduction is the aura of the work of art” or, in this
case, the replacement of Hazel Shade’s eulogy for a chronicle of Zembla (215).
The consequences of this replacement help justify why John Shade must
necessarily be killed before Kinbote gets hold of his manuscript, which is best explained
in the words of Jean Baudrillard. In Simulacra and Simulation (1981), Baudrillard
declares that the replacement of a real object for its simulation makes the former “no
longer really the real, because no imaginary envelops it anymore” (2). The absence of
abstraction which characterizes any simulation is a different way to refer to the
Benjaminean loss of the real object’s aura. Therefore, both the abstraction and the aura
of a real object correspond to nature, as opposed to simulations, whose product is the
result of culture.
Indeed, the age of scientific advancement, mechanical reproduction and evergrowing masses has brought along two circumstances by the beginning of the twentieth
century, “namely, the desire of the masses to bring things ‘closer’ spatially and humanly”
and “their bent toward overcoming the uniqueness of every reality by accepting its
reproduction” (Benjamin 216). These two circumstances both legitimize endless
reproduction in contemporary life and the substitution of the “uniqueness and
permanence” of the image perceived by the eye for the “transitoriness and
reproducibility” offered by magazine pictures and film (Benjamin 217). The following
example may help illustrate the pernicious effects of scientific management over nature,
consisting of the former’s murder of the latter by means of its mere approach.
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Baudrillard speaks of the last Philippine tribe of indigenous people, the Tasnaday,
who met their ethnological death after getting in touch for the first time with their
colonizers’ attempt to study them. As he concludes, “in order for ethnology to live, its
object must die; by dying, the object takes its revenge for being ‘discovered’ and with its
death defies science that wants to grasp it” (7). Here, ethnology’s research on the
Tanasday inevitably stands for the imposition of culture over nature—i.e. of a simulation
over the reality it represents, the latter being the Tanasday’s cultural ‘virginity,’ which
had lasted about eight centuries without any external influence at all. Therefore, the
murder of a reality by its simulation also implies Baudrillard’s epigraph on Ecclesiastes
to his Simulation and Simulacra, that is, “the simulacrum is never what hides the truth—
it is truth that hides the fact that there is none” (Baudrillard 1). Thus, searching for the
meaning of reality renders no truth whatsoever once a simulation has taken reality’s place,
since the simulation has killed the signs that used to point at the reality they represented,
and substituted them for new, void signs.
Baudrillard’s dissection of the inner assembly in a simulation apparatus leads him
to harsh criticism against the grotesqueness of Disneyland in the US. He explains that
Disneyland stands as the “digest of the American way of life,” a child-like, delusory world
which averts the visitors’ attention from “the fact that the real is no longer real, and thus
of saving the reality principle” (13). Similarly, Charles Kinbote designs the beautiful
Zemblan kingdom as a perfect Disneyland, that is, a fictional land which exists to hide
the truth of a miserable existence in New Wye as an exiled, homosexual academic. Even
Zembla seems to match the reflection Disneyland exerts on reality through “the famous
Glass Factory where the [Zemblan] revolution had flickered first” ( Pale Fire 99).
Therefore, if Baudrillard claims that “Disneyland is presented as imaginary in order to
make us believe that the rest is real” (13), then it also follows that Zembla, as an imaginary
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land rich with whimsical royal plots, is also a deterrent element in Kinbote’s novel Pale
Fire in order to conceal the fact that New Wye only consists of “signs that dissimulate
that there is nothing” behind them (6). Baudrillard calls this the hyperreal, or a series of
simulations on a reality which is already deprived of its reality principle —deprived of
meaning. In other words, just as Baudrillard criticizes Disneyland for its quality of
distracting visitors from the series of simulations they are subjected to in their
hometowns, Kinbote creates a whole fictional land with its own mythology in order to
submit himself to the oblivious quality of the hyperreal—i.e. Zembla.
Furthermore, Conall Cash has already argued that Zembla is a product of
Kinbote’s imagination. He focuses on Kinbote’s arrival in New Wye upon
accommodating himself at Judge Goldsworth’s rental property, where the critic finds out
that “Judge Goldsworth had a wife and four daughters [:] Alphina (9), Betty (10), Candida
(12), and Dee (14)” (Pale Fire 70). As Cash has put it, “the names of these four girls seem
uncannily similar to the names of the four members of the Zemblan royal family: King
Alfin, Queen Blenda, their son Charles, and his wife Disa” (139). Thus, he concludes that
since the names of the Zemblan family reflect Judge Goldsworth’s daughters’ names,
Kinbote must have designed his Zemblan universe.
Even though Zembla might appear as Baudrillard’s definition of Disneyland, the
notes assigned to the poem “Pale Fire” are as necessary for the novel’s understanding as
the poem is to the notes. In fact, the symbiotic relationship between “Pale Fire” and
Kinbote’s preface, commentary and final index
[renders] its readers wholly unable to ascertain the quality of the poem as an
independent text and [sends] them off in search of its meaning within the novel
itself, a tautological quest that expects to find meaning lying, dusty and forlorn, in
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a locked receptacle, deep in the underground cave of the novel like Zembla’s
storied crown jewels. (Reading 85)
Indeed, urged to find more information about the poem’s attributes, the reader is
plunged into a presumably unsolvable riddle on the relationship between the poem and
Kinbote’s annotated reaction to it. Therefore, the symbiotic nature of the relationship
between the poem “Pale Fire” and its commentary establishes Pale Fire as a simulation
responsible for “the subtle, maleficent, elusive twisting of meaning [which] does not
necessarily result in despairing of meaning, but just as much in the improvisation […] of
many simultaneous meanings that destroy each other” (32). In fact, Pale Fire is made of
many simultaneous meanings that end up destroying each other, and this is what the
reader is left to unravel and brood over throughout the course of its narrative. The novel
is an unceasing play of mirrors reflecting reality.
The mirror play motif is evident from the first lines of the poem: “I was the shadow
of the waxwing slain / by the false azure in the windowpane” (Pale Fire 27). The entrance
of the waxwing’s shadow into the reflection of a windowpane is ambiguous because,
whereas the waxwing’s body cannot enter the windowpane, its “shadow (the illusory, the
half-real double) can penetrate the looking-glass, can transcend the boundaries of time
and space, into the shadow world of illusion and art” (Walker 205). This illustrates the
constant encounter of refraction that awaits the reader of Pale Fire; e.g. Zembla and New
Wye, Odon and Nodo, Charles Kinbote and John Shade, the similarities between the
words ‘Zemblan’ and ‘resemblance,’ 6 the minutely detailed symmetry between Gradus
ominous journey to New Wye and John Shade’s own process of writing “Pale Fire,” etc.

“In fact, the name Zembla is a corruption not of the Russian zemlya, but of Semblerland, a land of
reflections, of ‘resemblers’” (Nabokov 208).
6
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Furthermore, lines 131—132 in the poem, “I was the shadow of the waxwing slain
/ by feigned remoteness in the windowpane” (Pale Fire 31), prompt Kinbote to state that
“we cannot help reading into these lines something more than mirror play and mirage
shimmer” (111). Kinbote, who invents characters with Zemblan names drawn from New
Wye names, revives Shade’s poem as in a distorted mirror, which is the expression of his
creativity upon admiration for “Pale Fire”—i.e. his commentary.
Kinbote, in his attempt to restore the signs of the manuscript poem, which is the
only original copy in existence of “Pale Fire,” complies with “the characteristic hysteria
of our times: that of the production and reproduction of the real” (Baudrillard 24).
Kinbote’s compliance consists of restoring the real poem (i.e. Pale Fire), murdered at the
hands of its copy (i.e. Pale Fire), “thus everywhere the hyperrealism of simulation is
translated by the hallucinatory resemblance of the real to itself” (24). In other words,
Kinbote’s experience of Shade’s manuscript may never be the same experience than any
other reader might have, although the latter may surely be unaware since the poem in a
printed page resembles what must have been the manuscript. In fact, the mediocrity of a
simulation as opposed to the reality it simulates is acknowledged by Kinbote himself
since, after listing the fatal consequences that King Charles II would have had to face, if
he had not been able to flee Zembla, closes his note with the following aphorism: “the
one who kills is always his victim’s inferior” (Pale Fire 185). This applies to the
relationship between Kinbote and Shade, since the former, albeit not the real murderer, is
liable not only for distorting the latter’s masterpiece “Pale Fire” with other three frenzied
narratives of his own—i.e. the flight of King Charles II from Zembla, his acquaintance of
the Shades in New Wye and Gradus’s determined approach to New Wye 7 —, but also for

The present paper shares Walker’s interpretation that Gradus is not involved in the mirror relationship
between Kinbote and Shade. Rather, he stands as “the agent of fate; his methodical descent on New Wye
represents the inexorable advance of doom” (208).
7
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mass reproducing the poem in the form of the novel Pale Fire, thus depriving readers
from his privileged infatuation with the old poet’s manuscript.
Kinbote’s aphorism inadvertently sets him as the murdered poet’s inferior, since
he only offers fantastic reflections of events that have their origin in New Wye affairs. As
a deranged character, his social function, according to Baudrillard, results crucial in
human history, since “the function of bringing death to […] power has always been
fulfilled, from primitive societies to the present, by demented people, crazy people, or
neurotics, who nonetheless carry out a social function as fundamental as that of
presidents” (Baudrillard 26). Even though it is nowhere explicit in the novel that Kinbote
may have killed John Shade—rather, after the asylum escapee Jack Grey has shot John
Shade dead, “the police and the ambulance arrived, and the gunman gave his name as
Jack Grey, no fixed abode, except the Institute for the Criminal Insane” (Pale Fire 231)—
, the death of his poem’s unique aura, in Benjamin’s terms, is Kinbote’s responsibility,
which accounts for the symbolism conveyed by Shade’s own death; i.e. the loss of his
poem to both distorted realities and mechanical reproduction begins with the symbolical
murder of the poet as the bearer of tradition and history.
In spite of his role as Shade’s murderer—either symbolical or literal—Kinbote’s
authority over Shade’s text places him under control of “Pale Fire,” which coincides with
Baudrillard’s view on heads of state being replaced being replaced by their doubles once
they die: “it is to his double, he being always already dead, to which allegiance is given"
by that head of state (Baudrillard 27). Similarly, in Pale Fire, being John Shade’s
double in the manifold mirror play in the novel, the reader’s allegiance necessarily
turns to Charles Kinbote, who has skills to replace Shade’s meaning with his own
purpose, that is, Zembla’s reading instead of Hazel Shade and her father’s muses on
death.
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In the closing lines to his Foreword, Kinbote mourns the poet’s reluctance to share
his notes on the poem, which Kinbote needed to grasp further clues that would justify his
Zemblan reading of the poem. Even though Shade refuses to comply, he concludes that,
“for better or for worse, it is the commentator who has the last word” (23). Kinbote’s will
for authority over Shade’s poem goes as far as confessing to spying and stalking his
neighbor to verify whether the Zemblan stories he had been telling the poet are being
translated into his verses. Thus,
The urge to find out what [Shade] was doing with all the […] shimmering material
I had lavished upon him, the itching desire to see him at work (even if the fruit of
his work was denied me), proved to be utterly agonizing and uncontrollable and
led me to indulge in an orgy of spying which no considerations of pride would
stop. (Pale Fire 74)
Kinbote’s apparent stalking on John Shade in this passage is fueled by his urge to
see his delusions translated into his neighbor’s poetry, which responds to the will for
authority that Baudrillard sees in simulations over originals. Ultimately, Kinbote’s
authority is exerted because of his text’s role as a simulation: he, being Shade’s inferior,
represents the moon whose pale fire is but the reflection of the sun’s ray lights. In fact,
early in the commentary, Kinbote quotes Shakespeare’s Timon of Athens (1607): “[…]
The moon is a thief: / he steals his silvery light from the sun” (Pale Fire 68). Kinbote
stands as the thief of Shade’s ray lights and successfully transforms it into light of his
own. However, the moon symbolized by Kinbote does not mean that his text is less
interesting than the poem, since their symbiotic nature has already been pointed out.
Thus, “lunar reflection is not essentially mimetic but recreative; like all the mirrors in this
novel, the moon’s pale fire distorts the reality it reflects” (Walker 215). Kinbote’s
commentary is, then, closely related to his deep involvement with Shade’s poem, since
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“it is impossible to identify one as the primary object and the other as its mirror” (215).
In fact, the poetic voice in “Pale Fire” seems to foretell the ominous fate of Shade’s
manuscript after he sums up what his life has meant to him, namely, “man’s life as
commentary to abstruse / Unﬁnished poem. Note for further use” (Pale Fire 58). The note
for further use seems to be addressed, in fact, to Kinbote, who is bound to write a
commentary on an unfinished poem, whose author died just before completing the
thousandth line to his poem. Hence the symbiotic relationship between Shade and
Kinbote, whose texts feed on each other spreading on the mirroring details of these two
men’s lives.
The authority of simulation exerted by Kinbote shares the same fate that
simulations have, namely, in these, “power is in essence no longer present except to
conceal that there is no more power” (Baudrillard 27). Instead, Kinbote’s simulation setup over “Pale Fire” will be submitted to social demand, thus becoming, “like any other
commodity […], dependent on mass production and consumption” (28). The emergence
of the masses is best explained by Walter Benjamin in his essay on aura.
As it is explained above, for Benjamin, the desire of the masses to pry into objects
while demanding an ever-growing immediacy has favorably contributed to the rapid
development of technological implementations that fulfills the masses’ desires Benjamin
speaks about. Therefore, the modernist obsession with progress mentioned in the
Introduction (see above) erases individuals’ links to history and tradition, a condition that
has persisted in the US after the Second World War, under the cultural umbrella of what
would later be called postmodernism. As Fredric Jameson has explained it:
the story of the transition from the modern to the postmodern lies […] in showing
how at length modernization triumphs and wipes the old completely out: nature is
abolished along with the traditional countryside and traditional agriculture; even
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the surviving historical monuments, now all cleaned up, become glittering
simulacra of the past, and not its survival. (310)
Simply put, Jameson states that progress, characterized by modernization, has
effectively erased its past, belonging to a present filled with simulations to replace what
once has stood as real. In fact, postmodern fiction is characterized by offering culture as
a commodity, since the massive realm of post-industrial market has radically transformed
every element linked to it into such commodity. Whereas “modernism was still minimally
and tendentially the critique of the commodity and the effort to make it transcend itself
[,] [p]ostmodernism is the consumption of sheer commodity as a process” (Jameson x).
In postmodern culture, simulations are naturally accepted just as Kinbote is not only
accepted, but necessary, for his social function. This view opposes modernity’s general
broodings over ever-growing technological progress, the advent of the cities’ masses and
destructive wars as the visible failure of man’s control over technology—i.e. chaos8 .
As the second part of this paper will suggest, the concept of postmodernism puts
forth the gradual disappearance of the application of aura in contemporary society.
According to Jameson, one way to explain postmodernism is to view it as “an attempt to
think the present historically in an age that has forgotten how to think historically in the
first place” (Jameson ix). Thus, the structure of simulacrum, having exerted its hegemony
over reality, has rendered meaninglessness and fragmentation—conspicuous features in
Pale Fire as a whole—, inevitably severing the uniqueness of the work of art from its
rich kaleidoscope of tradition; that is, the work of art’s essence from the past that is
transmissible as a witness for history. Since one of the aims of postmodernism is to restore
the past into a present which does not keep such reliance on tradition, Pale Fire seems to

“The destructiveness of war furnishes proof that society has not been mature enough to incorporate
technology as its organ, that technology has not been sufficiently developed to cope with the elemental
forces of society” (Benjamin 235).
8
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be an early example of an emerging postmodernism insofar as Kinbote, albeit murderer
of the signs of Shade’s singular manuscript, is thus invited to recreate a world of his own
inspired by the poem’s unique existence at the place and time where he first came across
it.
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2. Escaping from the Dullness of the Postmodern in The Crying of Lot 49:
The following chapter aims to analyze a complementary aspect to Charles
Kinbote’s obsession with an original work of art in Pale Fire, namely, the individual’s
experience of aura in an art work as the turning point by which s/he wakes up from
boredom to project a world of his/her own as a response to such experience. Therefore,
this essay follows an exploration of the mid-century American housewife as a
stereotypical image created by anti-communist propaganda within the educational
system, as well as several other institutions such as the media or diverse work trainings,
leading to ideological control during the 1950s. The analysis uses Thomas Pynchon’s The
Crying of Lot 49 (1966)—henceforth Lot 49—to illustrate how paranoia turns into a
rebellious reaction conducted by Pynchon’s main character, Mrs. Oedipa Maas, against a
factual-based society in contemporary America.
In Pynchon’s novel, once the real estate mogul Pierce Inverarity is dead, it is up
to his ex-lover Mrs. Oedipa Maas, now married to Wendell “Mucho” Maas and living
in a suburban house at Kinneret, California, to co-execute the mogul’s will along with
his lawyer, whom she meets at San Narciso—a fictional southern spot in Los Angeles
where most of the novel occurs. In her meetings with different characters, Oedipa
becomes increasingly involved in a dark plot concerning a play written by a Jacobean
playwright, The Courier’s Tragedy, in which a shady organization appears in an
epiphanic moment to kill the play’s hero during the last act in an unexpected turn of
events. The organization becomes thus linked to the Tristero, a word that resounds
powerfully within Oedipa, and which she comes to associate with the symbol of a
muted post horn she encounters with increasing frequency throughout her journeys in
San Narciso. Since her feelings of paranoia become more acute with anyone she
encounters, Oedipa not only comes to fear that she is gradually becoming a paranoid
woman

who

is

tangled

in

a

deeply

intricate
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plot, but also loses touch with most characters she first encounters, for several reasons —
e.g. her husband’s increasing reliance on LSD, the play’s director’s eventual suicide, her
psychiatrist

Dr.

Nefarius’

nervous

breakdown

and

subsequent

psychopathic

aggressiveness, etc.
At the beginning of Lot 49, the reader learns that Oedipa is a suburban housewife
who tends to the same errands every day, while occasionally drinking at presumably
unexciting parties. Oedipa’s condition as a suburban, American housewife within the
novel should be explained for a better understanding of her development in her quest for
the Tristero’s meaning. During the fifteen years that followed the end of World War II,
the suburban housewife became the idealized symbol for feminine realization within
American myths and social demands. Therefore,
the suburban housewife […] was the dream image of the young American women
and the envy, it was said, of women all over the world. The American housewife—
freed by science and labor-saving appliances from the drudgery, the dangers of
childbirth, and the illnesses of her grandmother. She was healthy, beautiful,
educated, concerned only about her husband, her children, her home. She had
found true feminine fulfillment. (Friedan 18)
Part of Oedipa’s dissatisfaction as an educated, young American woman in the
1960s deals with her belonging to a society of substantial affluence which makes little
room for complaints since most of women’s basic necessities may be easily covered—
e.g. food, shelter, clothing. In fact, Friedan does not only refuse to accept the authorial
view that American women should be glad they have luxurious suburban lives, but also
evinces how “part of the strange newness of [the suburban women’s] problem is that it
cannot be understood in terms of age-old material problems of man: poverty, sickness,
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hunger, cold” (26). This tendency of American patriarchal society to over-protect women
also entailed the latter’s deterrence from pursuing higher aims once they were married.
Accordingly, the restrictive demands impinged on women during the 1950s to
mid-1960s not only did coax them to give up their individual self-fulfillment while
yielding almost exclusively to either their household duties or menial jobs while
unmarried, but they also severed the bonds with history and continuity regarding gender
struggles and interpretive art criticism. In other words, bonds with history are broken
because of midcentury society’s obsession with disreputable facts in the midst of antiCommunist ideological war. During those decades, the main American ideological
leaders’ taught how “anti-Communist texts profess that language is transparent—that
their facts are indisputable and that a one-to-one correlation exists between words and
their literal meaning so that all readers presented with the same facts will discern the
same meaning” (Matthews 94). Thus, unknowable or obscure texts lose their appeal to a
large section of American society who choose to comply with the ideological discourse
of national unity against Communist forces, instead of pursuing interpretive skills such
as critical analysis—or, in any case, dissident points of view regarding the act of
reading in the 1950s. Those leaders’ restrictive demands on society usually substituted
historical commitment—i.e. political pledges for national unity—for picture magazines
and TV shows that reflected on other women persuading the consumer to also embrace
her “true feminine fulfillment,” as Friedan pointed out above.
Thus, the 1960s woman’s confinement mainly consisted of a “convenient modern
apartment [where] the situation [was] no less painful than when her grandmother [had
sat] over an embroidery hoop in her […] parlor and muttered angrily about women’s
rights” (Friedan 28). Similarly, in Lot 49, since the reader learns nothing about Oedipa’s
parents or upbringing during her efforts to make sense of the elusive Tristero mystery, it
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seems clear that Oedipa has, at some point in her life, been disengaged with history and
tradition—either on her own, or as the victim of those constraints outlined in the previous
paragraph—, thus taking part on what Benjamin had called “the desire of contemporary
masses to bring things ‘closer’ spatially and humanly” (217). In other words, because of
her condition as the prototypical image of suburban housewife at the outset of Lot 49, the
reader may understand Oedipa as a woman who complies with her society’s demands by
satisfying her consumer’s needs quickly as well as thoughtlessly. Sadly, women from
previous generations seem to pass by largely unacknowledged for young women who,
like Oedipa Maas, were growing up under an educational, political and social system
influenced by the looming threat of the Cold War.
One of the reasons the 1950s saw the emergence of an educational system that did
not allow dissident approaches to history was both a general dread for political authorities
“and the subsequent ‘retreat’ of students, faculty, and educational institutions from
anything that may be disorderly or subversive” (Matthews 100). According to Matthews,
this ideological control responded to the nation’s paranoid hunt for communists in
American soil during the early years of the Cold War—i.e. immediately after the end of
World War II. In fact, Matthews evinces how the effects of having been educated during
the 1950s are notable for Oedipa, e.g., the latter’s hopes for reliance on “Secretaries James
[Edgar Hoover] and [John] Foster [Dulles] and Senator Joseph [McCarthy] 9 , those dear
daft numina who’d mothered over Oedipa’s so temperate youth” (Lot 49 83). This
seemingly desperate reliance on authoritative figures who had dominated the political
sphere in the 1950s exerted relief on their public precisely because of their ability to

9

Matthews defines these three anti-Communist influential leaders as the authorities of textual transparency
during the 1950s, meaning both “that their facts are indisputable and that a one-to-one correlation exists
between words and their literal meaning so that all readers presented with the same facts will discern the
same meaning” (94). This correlation between words and meaning does not fulfil itself in the course of Lot
49, which first triggers Oedipa’s paranoia.
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present American interests as indisputable facts, partly aiming at “a positive impact on
international public opinion [which] would help create a favorable climate for US foreign
policies” (Osgood 254). Indeed, this inclination for facts had had its origin during the
early years of the United States Information Agency, established by President Eisenhower
in 1953, whose members published in the same year a short reference volume called Facts
About the United States. Eisenhower had commanded the USIA to focus on “delineating
those aspects of the life and culture of the people of the United States which facilitate
understanding of the policies and objectives of the government of the United States”
(Osgood 254), which is precisely what their booklet considered. Thus, by exporting the
myths and symbols of American national identity beyond domestic borders, the US
government expected its citizens to lead exemplary lives with predetermined roles
depending on factors such as gender, race or social class. In Lot 49, Oedipa’s growing
anxiety and paranoia may be explained as signs of dissidence against ideological
brainwashing, which is best illustrated in Pynchon’s text by the effects of Richard
Wharfinger’s Jacobean play, The Courier’s Tragedy, on Oedipa.
Essentially, the cause of “new neuroses [seen] among women” such as Oedipa
during the early 1960s mainly involves a natural, long-repressed response to “a
devastating boredom with life” (Friedan 29). In Lot 49, such boredom is undoubtedly
triggered by the uniformity in Oedipa’s daily activities before she receives Pierce
Inverarity’s will to be executed: Tupperware parties, household errands, etc; which she
dutifully attends to while “shuffling back through a fat deckful of days which seemed […]
more or less identical” (Lot 49 2). In the end, Oedipa’s growing paranoia about the
alternative mail system which Inverarity’s will suggests, seems to be related to the
misshapen expectation of her own unrealized wishes for self-fulfillment.
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Having been confined below the strict rules of the 1950s ideological censorship
and authority—embodied by figures such as the aforementioned Senator McCarthy or
FBI director J. Edgar Hoover—, Oedipa’s expectations do not show any externalization
until they are triggered by her gradual exposure to Inverarity’s legacy: the centuries-old
Tristero system, the clues to the system’s meaning in Richard Wharfinger’s Jacobean play
The Courier’s Tragedy and, ultimately, the whole of America along with its rich
kaleidoscope of intriguing characters who belong to the 1960s as heirs of postwar
American society. Inverarity’s legacy for Oedipa while she roams about San Narciso puts
down in words the voice which Friedan claims every woman hears who suffers from the
problem that has no name: “I want something more than my husband and my children
and my home” (Friedan 32). Therefore, Oedipa abandons a life of dullness while
gradually becoming more involved in a plot which seems to expand endlessly along with
her acute sense of paranoia.
On describing the sense of paranoia induced by a certain type of drug, the narrator
in Pynchon’s Gravity’s Rainbow (1973) argues that paranoia “is nothing less than the
onset, the leading edge, of the discovery that everything is connected, everything in the
Creation, a secondary illumination—not yet blindingly One but at least connected”
(Gravity’s Rainbow 834). Indeed, if paranoia is no more than the interconnectedness of
existence—the present and the past alike—, Oedipa’s response to the gripping Tristero
mystery relies on her incipient anxiety, since either if Tristero is real or not, “they'll call
it paranoia. They” (Lot 49 140). ‘They’ is the crucial word for paranoid minds. ‘They’ for
paranoids may refer to either the person/people behind the core pulsion which has/have
set a great conspiracy in motion, or to those who do not understand that reality has been
shattered down by the hammer of a plot. As Elias has rightly put it, “it is the paranoid’s
perception of an incoherent or fragmented reality that allows him/her to form a cohesive
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version of the real” (289). Thus, Oedipa’s frantic ramblings through San Narciso respond
to her realization of being a decentered subject involved in the chaos of a fragmented
reality, which gradually percolates hints of a truer, darker all-englobing reality. Therefore,
the alternatives for Oedipa to confront her involvement in a plot bigger than herself seem
to be either to develop paranoid demeanors or to comply with a regular consumption of
LSD or lysergic acid, as Dr. Hilarius implies to Oedipa while he holds her hostage at
gunpoint, thinking that he was talking to someone else:
“there is me, there are the others. You know, with the LSD, we're finding, the
distinction begins to vanish. Egos lose their sharp edges. But I never took the drug,
I chose to remain in relative paranoia, where at least I know who I am and who
the others are. Perhaps that is why you also refused to participate, Mrs Maas?”
(Lot 49 111)
Dr. Hilarius implies here that the alternatives to confront not only the Tristero
plot—which presumably he knows nothing about—, but also the rhythm of chaotic,
fragmented daily life characterized by postmodernity, are either LSD consumption or
yielding in to paranoid delusions that aim to point at structural spots in an
incommensurably bigger picture, in fruitless search for meaning. Shortly after being
released from Dr. Hilarius’ office, Oedipa encounters her husband Mucho Maas, who has
clearly taken the opposite decision from his wife, according to Hilarius; namely, to
indulge into hallucinogenic substances that erase the boundary between self and others.
Therefore, when Mucho hears the Beatles’ song “She Loves You” (1964) on the radio,
he understands that she, embodying anyone, loves “any number of people, all over the
world, back through time, different colors, sizes, ages, shapes, distances from death”; and
so “‘you’ is everybody” (117). At this point, Mucho stands as Oedipa’s counterpart on
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responses to the reality offered by San Narciso in the 1960s, as put forward by Hilarius
in the form of choices one may take.
In spite of the anxious fear it inspires, paranoia in Lot 49 stands as an adequate
weapon with which to analyze the patterns of interconnectedness in the universe, which
may be there or not. Paranoia is “a narrative process by means of which an individual
constructs a historical or cultural identity” (O’Donnell 20). Oedipa’s journey through San
Narciso signifies her response to the growing questions of a single text, that is, Pierce
Inverarity’s will. Oedipa attempts to interpret this text because she has received it as a
form of authority—i.e. her involvement as executrix for Inverarity’s estate is commanded
by the mogul’s will, whose elusive association to the Tristero demands unravelling. Since
the sense of paranoia becomes an interpretive tool, “Oedipa’s task is to occupy the
interpretive world outside of Inverarity’s life and to ga[u]ge the authoritative voice that
crosses (Pierces) the borders into this world” (Morgan 59). As the instrument which
measures boundaries of a reality choked by authority, paranoia becomes a subversive
means of creating a myth of one’s own, just as Oedipa does.10
Thus, the more paranoid Oedipa becomes in Pynchon’s novel, the more she
approaches tradition and storytelling. According to Elias, “the paranoiac as well as the
mythmaker will spin narratives from the examples s/he identifies” (307). In other words,
paranoia is not only useful for a better understanding of reality in an increasingly
complicated world, but also “ends up creating a new world of representation that is itself,
itself expressing itself but also expressing the ineffable plot toward which it moves”
(307). The latter consideration is precisely what haunts Oedipa throughout the course of

10

Lot 49 is not the only example of subversion against the authority exerted by the previous generation.
One of the most conspicuous examples of the 1960s is Benjamin Braddock’s almost servile disposition to
his elders in The Graduate (Nichols, 1967). For instance, while Benjamin waits for Elaine Robinson in the
Taft Hotel’s main hall, he is forced to hold a door for nearly five minutes while a group of middle-aged
socialites exit a ballroom, unaware of Benjamin’s assistance.
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the novel: after The Courier’s Tragedy performance, a highly confused Oedipa decides
to meet the play’s director, Richard Driblette, to ask him several questions on the nature
of the play’s closing verses—i.e. those which first mention the existence of an organized
group ominously called Tristero. Driblette, dismissing words as facile utensils to convey
ideas, values himself as being “the projector at the planetarium, all the closed little
universe visible in the circle of that stage is coming out of my mouth, eyes, sometimes
other orifices also” (Lot 49 62). At this point, the reader has also learned that Driblette
suffers from acute paranoia, since he thinks Oedipa is trying to plunge him into a scholarly
dispute, while demonstrating that it is not the first time—“whoever you all are” (61).
After her conversation with Driblette, Oedipa considers several times later in the story
whether she “shall […] project a world of her own,” having written it in her memo
book; a projection which is effected by the significant act of disentangling the plot into
which she is submerged (69).
In opposition to what many critics may believe, paranoia in Lot 49 does not seem
simply to work as Oedipa’s aim to overcome haunting ghosts in her head. Instead,
Oedipa’s experiences may be deemed as necessary for paranoia to grow into a character’s
head, that is, necessary for the reader. In other words, “the point of Oedipa’s story […] is
the anxiety, the discomfort, the uncertainty, and we [readers] are wrong to try to rescue
either Oedipa or ourselves from those feelings” (Moddlemog 299). Even Dr. Hilarius begs
Oedipa to cling to her obsession instead of asking him to try to remove it from her:
Cherish it!... What else do any of you have? Hold it tightly by its little tentacle,
don’t let the Freudians coax it away or the pharmacists poison it out of you.
Whatever it is, hold it dear, for when you lose it you go over by that much to the
others. You begin to cease to be. (Lot 49 113)
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The reader shares Oedipa’s anxiety, which is triggered by his/her resilience to
accept myths already shared by history, such as Sophocles’ Oedipus and his relation to
Pynchon’s main character, or modern advances in technology and science. Therefore,
attempts to link herself back to mythological tradition ultimately fails, since Lot 49
“denies resolution into myth by wandering among all the available myths, from those of
the Greeks to those of modern science, technology, film, comic books, radio”
(Moddlemog 300). The transformation of truth into indeterminacy in postmodern
America reflects on the incompatibility of aligning Ancient Greece against America in
the 1960s.
Even though there has been extensive research on the relationship, or lack of it,
between Oedipa Maas and Oedipus Rex, it is worth highlighting that, whereas the latter
realizes that the Delphos Oracle’s predictions eventually come true, the former seems to
move into further uncertainty throughout the novel, sparked off by ambiguous clues and
red herrings on The Tristero. Thus, “how far [Oedipus’] ending seems from Oedipa’s
directionless stumbling towards the position that the only certainty is uncertainty, that the
only truth is indeterminacy [seems] as far as Classical Greece seems from the twentiethcentury America” (Moddlemog 306). In other words, just as contemporary America is
separated from Ancient Greece, Oedipa, who is expected to share with her male namesake
the same promise of certainty at the end, is plunged into the revelation of uncertainty
stretching at every turn of the page. Walter Benjamin has explained that uncertainty
moves forward along with the present, both of them propelled by a storm he calls
progress.
In his ninth “Thesis on the Philosophy of History,” Benjamin describes a Paul
Klee painting called “Angelus Novus” (1920) (see Figure 1 in the Appendix) as the angel
of history who is carried away by a storm which propels him into the future. The storm,
progress, “is blowing from Paradise” (249), thus implying both the dangers of avant-garde
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movements in their attempt to break away with history so fast that even their aesthetic
unconscious was dominated by vertiginous speed (e.g. Futurism or Vorticism), and the
conceptual danger of misunderstanding scientific and technological progress with social
and liberal-arts-minded progress. Attracted by the past, which to him is closer to the
notion of paradise lost, “the angel would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole
what has been smashed” (249). Thus, the angel gazes back at the past while it is being
carried away by the storm, implying its reluctance to abandon its links to the influence of
the past over the present—i.e. its links to tradition. Benjamin seems to imply that
progress, as a storm, is an unstoppable wave that carries humanity forward in an
everlasting present, notwithstanding misconceptions on the concept of progress itself—
i.e. progress does not necessarily mean social progress, but also technological or
scientific, among others.
In Lot 49, the possibility of the Tristero’s existence in the US enhances the lack
of social progress in the country during the 1960s which Benjamin implies, that is, social
progress as opposed to technological upgrades. Whether or not the Tristero exists, Oedipa
sets out into a world full of repressed resentment against those leaders who have
magnified their accomplished feats for the sake of maintaining a nation under ideological
control. Naturally, rebellion for Oedipa starts by elucidating her own identity, “so [,] [for
her,] paranoid order and personal revenge seek each other out for survival and selfdefinition” (623).
Accordingly, right before attending the auction in which the mysterious ‘lot 49’
containing muted post horns’ stamps is bound to be auctioned—possibly to be acquired
by a member of the same organization, if there is any such thing as a Tristero system—,
Oedipa receives several clues from Genghis Cohen, “the most eminent philatelist of the
LA area” (Lot 49 75). One of these clues is a typescript translation from a French article
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which traces the story of the Tristero back to the Holy Roman Empire, its subsequent
development throughout European history and its inevitable flee “to America during
1849-50, where they are no doubt at present rendering their services to those who seek to
extinguish the flame of Revolution” (143). It is evident that, if the interconnection
between past and present in Oedipa’s San Narciso—in Oedipa’s world—is represented
by the Tristero’s coexistence with suburban America in the 1960s, Oedipa’s sense of
paranoia, while holding a natural distance from an original, enthralling art work, such as
The Courier’s Tragedy, may be understood as “an attempt to think the present historically
in an age that has forgotten how to think historically in the first place” (Jameson ix). As
mentioned in the previous part of this essay, the aura, or natural distance, existing between
the work of art and an individual resuscitates communication throughout the ages, the
sacred management of handling down tradition. 11 Part of the reason why Jameson
suggests that it is easy to forget how to think historically in his age is related to Benjamin’s
statement “that the status of the artwork is not timeless: it changed with the advent of
capitalist mass production [i.e. Fordism and scientific management, among others], which
dispelled its unique aura and reversed standing by devaluing the concept of the ‘original’”
(McCowan 1164). In other words, mass reproduction seems to bear a direct relation to
the disappearance of aura from artistic productions, which helps explain Oedipa’s
reaction to a Remedios Varo painting during an exhibition in a trip to Mexico City.

Even though “sacred” might come off as a slightly exaggerated term, it is worth recalling again the ritual
function embedded in artistic production, according to Walter Benjamin. The Courier’s Tragedy would
likely submit to Benjamin’s judgment, since the first time the name “Tristero” is about to be mentioned in
Lot 49, there is an awkward “exchange [of] Significant Looks” between characters in the play and members
of the audience (55). Shortly after, when Oedipa utters the word “Tristero” for the first time in front of
Driblette, she realizes that “he had managed to create around it [i.e. the word “Tristero”] the same aura of
ritual reluctance here, offstage [i.e. Richard Driblette’s dressing room’s toilet where he is taking a shower],
as he had on” (63).
11
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The first time in Lot 49 that Oedipa grows deeply affected by the aura of an art
work is during her trip to Mexico with Pierce Inverarity, where she became so enthralled
by the central part of Remedios Varo’s tryptic, Bordando el Manto Terrestre
(“Embroidering the Mantle of the Earth,” see Figure 2 in the Appendix) (1961), that she
silently burst out crying in the middle of the exhibition, behind her dark-green bubble
sunglasses. The painting depicts a group of women encapsulated in a high tower, under
scrutinizing vigilance, casting their embroidery work out of the tower’s slit windows into
a void, which is transformed into rivers, mountains, landscape and, in the end, the texture
of the world (Lot 49 11). Right after the narrator’s ekphrasis on Varo’s painting, Oedipa
begins to assess the effects of the work of art in her senses, convincing herself of her
imprisonment not only in a metaphorical version of Varo’s tower—i.e. her suburban,
well-to-do existence in America—, but also in the work of art which grows bigger than
herself, that is, Oedipa’s own condition as a character in both Varo’s painting and
Pynchon’s novel, both bigger than herself. Accordingly, after Oedipa’s first gut
impressions have worn off,
she had looked down at her feet and known, then, because of a painting, that what
she stood on had only been woven together a couple of thousand miles away in
her own tower, was only by accident known as Mexico, and so Pierce had taken
her away from nothing, there’d been no escape. (11)
Oedipa’s realization of the illusory nature of the world around her is further
emphasized by the representation of San Narciso, in the south of LA, in the 1960s as an
endless series of simulations that superpose one another, as quoted in the previous part to
this essay—i.e. the replacement of a real object for its simulation makes the former “no
longer really the real, because no imaginary envelops it anymore” (Baudrillard 2). In Lot
49, when Oedipa recalls Pierce’s hometown San Narciso, she thinks that the city, “like
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many named places in California [,] was less an identifiable city than a grouping of
concepts—census tracts, special purpose bond-issue districts, shopping nuclei, all
overlaid with access roads to its own freeway” (Lot 49 13). Just as New Wye in Pale Fire
functioned as a college city consisting of “signs that dissimulate that there is nothing”
behind them, San Narciso illustrates the series of simulations that imbricate one another
separating the signs of reality from the reality they represent (Baudrillard 6).
This is clearly illustrated after Oedipa’s first encounter with Metzger, the lawyer
with whom she is supposed to co-execute Pierce’s will. Indeed, whereas he claims that a
lawyer in a courtroom becomes an actor, he is “a former actor who became a lawyer”
after filming a TV series “based loosely on [his] career” (Lot 49 22). The difference
between lawyer and actor becomes so vague that the signs that refer to one profession or
the other lose all referential meaning in reality. Thus, Pynchon’s text becomes “a world
effectively transformed into a simulacrum, suspended or orbitalized in the etherous
medium of an endless replicability and without any footing in a secured ground”
(Mattessich 70). Life in simulations for Oedipa is also marked by the presumably endless
repetition in her daily habits, not unlike the weavers in Remedios Varo’s tower. In fact,
Mattessich claims that the narrative thread in Lot 49 is woven inside Varo’s tower, that
is, with the awareness that its text contains a “description of the painting taking on a
function of ekphrasis with respect to its own artistic production” (72). In other words,
Varo’s tower might be a metonymy for Pynchon’s text, that is, San Narciso as the
representation of Oedipa’s confinement to her own tower. If Oedipa is in fact confined to
the tower the reader knows as San Narciso, her will to clear out the Tristero mystery
seems to recall Remedios Varo third part of her tryptic, which Oedipa does not see, but
which seems to describe metaphorically Oedipa’s path throughout the novel.
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In La Huida (“The Escape,” see Figure 3 in the Appendix) (1961) Varo depicts
the furtive flight of one of the women who embroidered the earth’s crust, along with a
man, releasing herself from the seemingly hypnotic yoke exerted by a flute player at the
tower. Even though one may easily assume that the final part of the tryptic takes place
thanks to divine masculine intervention, “such an assumption doubtless[ly] pays homage
to established narrative, spinning a story in which female liberation is an effect of male
heroics” (Epps 193). Instead, the viewer is confronted with this woman’s individuality
because of two reasons: first, she is the one who takes control of the umbrella-boat
propelled vehicle which they are using to flee the tower. Second, the fleeing woman had
exerted an aforesaid individuality in the first part of Varo’s tryptic, Hacia la Torre
(“Towards the Tower,” see Figure 4 in the Appendix) (1960).
In Hacia la Torre, the group of women appointed to tend to the tower’s duties—
i.e. embroidering the crust of the earth—are led there by the same guardian who keeps
watch over them while they work. The women ride similar bicycles; there is no evident
difference among them. However, on closer inspection, the viewer notices that one of
these women is looking straight at him/her, that is, exerting her individuality through her
gaze. By catching the viewer’s look, she “expresses an almost schizophrenic subjectivity
lived in the ambiguous shifting between ‘she’ and ‘they,’” which sets in motion the
psychological signs of paranoia (Mattessich 74). In her incipient paranoia, the woman
does not give in to her male escort the control of the inverted umbrella-boat in La Huida,
just as Oedipa’s efforts to bring herself to meaning—i.e. freedom—, propelled by her
paranoid distance to the Tristero post horns, are merits of her own, notwithstanding her
never reaching a satisfying outcome. Likewise, Oedipa does not yield in to Pierce’s
directions; she freely chooses to follow the clues to what she considers a possible
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resolution: he does nothing to save her, except for including the ever-present concept of
him related to every encounter Oedipa experiences around San Narciso.
Thus, Oedipa’s gaze may be perceived as an exertion of her individuality, which
“is not dependent on masculine power but that is instead effected in the very work that is
at the center of the classical tale of the domesticated woman” (Epps 193). To put it
differently, even though the narrative structure in Varo’s tryptic seems to submit to the
classic “damsel-in-distress” story, the viewer learns by her look that the only
responsibility for her escape from her iterative hell depends on her, which seems like an
appropriate, inconclusive ending depicted in La Huida.
What ultimately triggers Oedipa’s tearful sobs at Varo’s exhibition is the
realization that her look has been returned by the object of her gaze—i.e. the central part
of the artist’s painting. As Benjamin has rightly put it, “to perceive the aura of an object
we look at means to invest it with the ability to look at us in return” (184). In order to
support his claim, Benjamin points to Marcel Proust’s ideas on mutual gaze between the
work of art and an individual. According to the French novelist, those who believe that
objects keep part of the gaze exerted by the person who looks at them, also
believe that monuments and pictures present themselves only beneath the delicate
veil which centuries of love and reverence on the part of so many admirers have
woven about them. This chimera […] would change into truth if they related it to
the only reality that is valid for the individual, namely, the world of his[/her]
emotions. (Benjamin 184)
Considering Oedipa’s reaction upon looking at Varo’s painting, one may safely
conclude that she clearly believes in the “centuries of love and reverence” contained in
the work of art, that is, the long quilt of tradition in which the latter is engraved. Likewise,
this effect is also noticeable when she first attends the Jacobean play The Courier’s
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Tragedy, which haunts her for the rest of the novel in search of asserting her doubts on
the existence of a secret, centuries-old mail system. These doubts are triggered by the
final verses to the play, which foretell an ominous outcome for those who get involved
with the Tristero: “No hallowed skein of stars can ward, I trow, / Who's once been set his
tryst with Trystero” (Lot 49 58). That is, there is no place where one may look for
protection once s/he gets involved with the Tristero.
On her search for the meaning of Tristero, Oedipa spends a whole night in San
Narciso trying to spot the muted post horn symbol which identifies members of the
organization. Thus, she thinks she sees it as the symbol of a different organization—the
Inamorato Anonymous, who are sworn to keep away from love—, amidst the ideograms
of a Chinese shop sign, on a sidewalk drawn by chalk, only to realize that she is
impervious to the night’s events, that is, “the repetition of symbols was to be enough [for
her]” (95). It is enough for Oedipa because, in the muted post horns, not only does she
gaze at the secrets of a centuries-old organization that fights the same kind of ideological
control that has encapsulated her, but also those symbols gaze back at her for the
experience of aura to take place. Benjamin also uses Charles Baudelaire’s poem
“Correspondances” (1857) to make his point regarding this experience: “Man wends his
way through forests of symbols / Which look at him with their familiar glances”12 (185).
The forest of symbols looking back at Oedipa applies to the city of San Narciso, and her
sense of paranoia intensifies because of the existence of an inner order in the appearance
of the muted post horns, thus establishing their familiar glances on her.
Thus, Oedipa’s confusion and despair over the Tristero system deals with her
wish—and subsequent incapacity—to bestow meaning on Pierce’s will, to project a world

“L’homme y passe à travers des forêts de symbols / Qui l’observent avec des regards familiers”
(Baudelaire 42).
12
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of her own as a response to the concept of aura, as she experienced it first in front of
Pierce while in Mexico. Reading over Pierce’s will more carefully, she wonders whether
his intentions would imply that she was bound to “bestow life on what had persisted, to
try to be what Dribblete was, the dark machine in the center of the planetarium, to bring
the estate into pulsing stelliferous Meaning, all in a soaring dome around her” (Lot 49
64). Indeed, Oedipa considers the possibility that everything left by Inverarity before his
death might have been a set-up for her, probably to escape death by means of someone’s
paranoia, someone who would constantly “keep it bouncing, [as] he’d told her once”
(148).
At a different part in his essay, Benjamin uses Baudelaire again to explain that
boredom consists of a nearly absolute apathy or indifference toward all things around the
sufferer. As Benjamin writes, “‘Dullness,’ says Baudelaire in one of his earlier
publications, ‘is frequently an ornament of beauty. It is to this that we owe it if eyes are
sad and translucent like blackish swamps or if their gaze has the oily inertness of tropical
seas’” (187). Dullness, that is to say, is first noticeable in the dreary, monotone eyes which
presumably lead inert lives choked by routine and alienation. Thus, Benjamin concludes,
“when such eyes come alive, it is with the self-protective wariness of a wild animal
hunting for prey” (187). Oedipa’s eyes certainly come alive in front of the Remedios
Varo’s tryptic, as mentioned above, thus becoming a paranoid huntress for clues, symbols
and words which might lead her to pulsing, stelliferous meaning. Fredric Jameson speaks
of paranoia creeping in the dullness of postmodernity in order to create, at last, interesting
stories. He uses Franz Kafka’s The Trial (1925) as a corollary of his idea: Joseph K. is a
cashier of a bank who works for a large corporation following a planned routine based on
working on a weekly basis and getting drunk in his days off. Provided that Joseph K.’s
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eyes might surely be possessed of the characteristics of boredom delineated by
Baudelaire,
the pleasures of the nightmare in Kafka, then come from the way in which the
archaic livens up routine and boredom, and an old-fashioned juridical and
bureaucratic paranoia enters the empty workweek of the corporate age and makes
something at least happen! The moral would now seem to be […] that nightmares
are a welcome relief from the work week. (Jameson 308)
Indeed, nightmares become, up to a point, miracles for Joseph K. who, having
been alienated by conditions of modern life such as corpocratic societies and industrial
development for too long, now seeks the blessings of an irregularity that may disrupt the
dull logic of modern existence—i.e. the nightmare of being arrested for an unknown crime
by a shady institution. Furthermore, just as nightmares bring solace to Joseph K., Oedipa
also finds a similar relief from the demands of her suburban life.
Thus, to “keep it bouncing,” as Pierce tells Oedipa to never stop doing, stands for
the will of a resolute creative soul, such as hers is, to surface over the dullness of an
incipient corporate age that encapsulates individuals in predetermined roles. To “keep it
bouncing” means to effectively project a world of one’s own based on the profound effect
that one has experienced in front of an art work. As Byers claims as of his reasons for
studying the different types of postmodernisms he identifies, “I want to preserve a
particular understanding of them to preserve my own relevance, and that of my
generation: thereby to stave off not the Crying of Lot 49, but the Dying of Lot 68” (23).
Therefore, Oedipa’s reliance on the existence of truth at the end of the Tristero system’s
mystery is also an attempt to grasp her identity, as well as a projection of her own
interpretation of reality, by means of searching for clues and red herrings that stretch
along the narrative for an indefinite point.
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This seems to be an adequate response for individuals to cling to the missing links
of history and tradition by force of the effect of an art works’ aura, which gazes at the
observer, just as the latter gazes it in turn. Accordingly, “I think we interpret not so as to
come to the end of interpretation, but so as not to come to the end of it—and of ourselves”
(Byers 23). Just as Charles Kinbote inadvertently criticizes himself on his own
commentary to John Shade’s “Pale Fire,” Oedipa also needs to stretch her interpretations
on the manifold red herrings presumably leading to a concrete goal, unintentionally
avoiding to come to the end of herself—an existence of haze dullness based on running
household errands amidst desultory attendances to summer afternoon Tupperware parties
with perhaps too much kirsch in their fondues.
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3. The Work of Art of Lethal Entertainment: Ideology and Consumerism in David Foster
Wallace’s Infinite Jest.
This part of the project posits the inexistence of aura in the dystopian North
America depicted by David Foster Wallace’s encyclopedic novel Infinite Jest (1996).
First it seems necessary to explain the causes for a dominant consumerist ideology in late
capitalism, as well as the educational system on the threshold of the corporation.
Likewise, this chapter aims to establish a difference between the hypnotic quality of the
film and its aura, thus concluding that every watcher of the film “Infinite Jest” in
Wallace’s novel experiences limitless, unsatisfying torpor as a remedy for pathological
anxiety regarding death. Let us first consider the context in which Infinite Jest occurs.
In a nearby future America, the United States generates such an unmeasurable
amount of garbage that President Johnny Gentle devises a plan of “Reconfiguration”
which transforms the northeastern part of the US and Quebec into a dumpster polluted by
annular fusion material, as well as infested by feral rodents, all of which produce genetic
malformations in a rapidly growing rate in population before they are born. President
Gentle’s plan consists of annexing the US to Mexico and Canada into an experialist 13
superpower named Organization of North American Nations, henceforth ONAN.
Consequently, Rodney Tine, Second-in-Command for the Gentle administration,
designs an economic plan to subsidize the President’s expensive implementation of
catapults with which to launch garbage to the designated area—the northeastern regions
mentioned above, renamed as “the Great Convexity” (Infinite Jest 58). Accordingly, Tine
sells the rights to name the calendar years to a highest-bidding multinational corporation
in auction at the end of each year, thus subsidizing the questionable means of cleaning

Defined as opposite to the idea of empire, i.e. President Gentle’s yielding of the nuclear-waste territory
to a large part of the Quebec province, thus rousing dangerous Canandian terrorist groups. Experialism
may also be explained as “the efforts of the powerful to outsource their toxic waste” (Grausam 325).
13
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program designed by the Gentle administration. Most of the novel is set in the Year of
the Depend Adult Undergarment.
During this year, the novel depicts with detailed care the life of a myriad characters
divided between the Enfield Tennis Academy and the Ennet House of Alcohol and Drugs
Recovery House. This essay mainly follows the Incandenza family at ETA, that is, tennis
player and student Hal Incandenza and his father James Incandenza, film auteur and
creator of the lethally entertaining cartridge “Infinite Jest,” discussed below. Most critics
have remarked on the highly anti-corporate universe depicted in Wallace’s behemoth
novel, since both Gentle and Tine comply with powerful CEOs and advertising managers
to optimize technological advances, such as the Teleputer, Interlace Telentertainment,
which is equipped with “screens so high-def you might as well be there” (Infinite Jest
60). As Elizabeth Freudenthal has rightly put it,
Gentle and Tine are thus responsible for the most absurdist aspects of Wallace’s
world, his funhouse mirror reflection of our own dangerously corporate
government, our potentially apocalyptic addictions to consumption, and our
democracy usurped by multinational media companies. (197)
Thus, the culture of consumption that reigns over ONAN points to a corpocratic
attempt to keep a significant section of society comfortably entertained at home while the
country is doomed to ecological catastrophe. Entertainment plays a major role in ONAN,
most notable for the Enfield Tennis Academy, where students are subjected to exhaustive
daily routines for their upcoming on-court performances.
In one of his early essays, Wallace argues that Creative Writing programs do not
necessarily succeed in forming writers because of the teacher’s usual conflict between
exercising an intuitive writing style to their own pieces while developing, “consciously
or not, an aesthetic doctrine, a static set of principles about how a ‘good’ story works”
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(“Fictional Futures” 15). Accordingly, both writer/teacher and student are deprived of
fictional possibilities any longer. Despite Wallace’s implied distinction between high and
low art in his allusions to good story writing, it is worth considering Wallace’s
observation of students’ almost docile acceptance of rules and directions within their
stories at the Creative Writing program of their choice. According to Wallace, students,
“most of whom have been in school for at least sixteen years [,] know that the way the
school game is played is: (1) Determine what the instructor wants; and (2) Supply it
forthwith” (15). In Infinite Jest, the Enfield Tennis Academy, where most of the novel is
set, hosts characters who base their daily existence on pleasing the rules of what Wallace
terms as “the school game,” i.e. satisfying their coaches’ demands during classes and
drills (15). They respond to an educational system which Louis Althusser has defined as
Ideological State Apparatus.
According to Althusser, every individual’s character within a social formation is
ideologically designed by the set of beliefs imposed by what the French critic terms the
ideological state apparatus. The basic idea in Althusser’s text assumes that “in order to
exist, every social formation must reproduce the conditions of its production at the same
time as it produces, and in order to be able to produce” (128). Accordingly, capitalist
societies

reproduce

both

their

productive

forces—i.e.

workers,

technology,

maintenance—and the existing relations of production—i.e. relationship among workers,
or with their superiors—, a mechanism that “leads to a kind of endless chain” (129). This
process creates a perfect breeding ground for consumerist habits in the Western
hemisphere in the 20 th century.
Whereas the technological development of productive forces demands higher
specialization for different jobs and skills, the teaching process for each job—i.e. the
reproduction of labor power—“is achieved […] by the capitalist education system, and
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by other instances and institutions” (Althusser 132). Even though the school is designed
for individuals to learn the techniques and skills for future specialization, this also
becomes the place which “teaches ‘know-how,’ but in forms which ensure subjection to
the ruling ideology or mastery of its ‘practice’” (133). Thus, school becomes the place
where individuals learn to subject to the ruling ideology of capitalist social formations.
Students’ subjection to their educational institution’s demands is clearly illustrated by the
harsh routine of activities and intense physical training undertaken by the Enfield Tennis
Academy’s students’ daily tasks:
Tuesday, 3 November, Enfield Tennis Academy: a.m. drills, shower, eat, class,
lab, class, class, eat, prescriptive-grammar exam, lab/class, conditioning run, p.
m. drills, play challenge match, play challenge match, upper-body circuits in
weight room, sauna, shower, slump to locker-room floor [with] other players.
(Infinite Jest 95)
The exhaustive mental and physical strain ETA students are subjected to responds
to their institution’s expectations over them—what they may offer to society that is
valuable for Infinite Jest’s dystopian stage of late capitalism: entertainment. These
expectations are met by the application of extensive rules and to-do lists for students
which largely involve either repression, or censorship. Precisely this subjection to the
reigning ideological rule(s) depends on Althusser’s summary of the “Marxist theory of
the State,” which established the difference between State power and State apparatus, that
is, that the former must be seized by class struggle so as to destroy any given State
apparatus (Althusser 141). If State power is held by any given social class, the new ruling
class may exert it over the Ideological State Apparatuses (henceforth ‘ISAs’), defined by
Althusser as “a certain number of realities which present themselves to the immediate
observer in the form of distinct and specialized institutions” (143). These institutions
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include, among others, the familial, educational and religious ISAs, which exert their
control by ideology as opposed to the (repressive) State apparatus—e.g. the army, the
police, the prisons—, whose control is effected mainly by violence (145).
By means of ideology, ISAs ensure the economic system of any social formation
may be guaranteed by employing its subjects to its interests. Therefore, ISAs “largely
secure the reproduction specifically of the relations of production, behind a ‘shield’
provided by the repressive State apparatus” (Althusser 150). In other words, the ethical
and cultural factors symbolized by the exercise of educational institutions guarantee the
relations of production in social formations. At ETA, the productive force is to train
children for top-ranked tennis playing, which not only does not fulfil most of its students’
aims regarding professional tennis, but also uses them for promoting their school’s
prestigious alumni in the WhataBurger Invitational in Tucson, AZ—i.e. one of the most
important tennis tournaments in ONAN which takes place once a year. Since students are
expected to perform at full capacity, the ETA program is designed as “a progression
toward self-forgetting,” which becomes notable for the students’ usual reluctance to
engage in romantic dates during their brief spare time at the academy (Infinite Jest 635).
Thus, most “junior players don’t have the emotional juice left over after tennis to face
what dating requires” (635). The relations of exploitation that teachers keep with students,
often expected to endure intense drills, seem to consist of preparing those students to be
part of the larger machinery of entertainment, by serving—in every sense of the word—
on the WhataBurger tournament to delight a mass of people who are bound to attend the
games through their Teleputer screens, consuming it as they would with any other piece
of entertainment.
Enfield Tennis Academy fits Althusser’s theory of the Ideological State Apparatus
since they both have “been installed in the dominant position in mature capitalist social
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formations as […] the educational ideological apparatus[es]” (Althusser 152). ETA, as
any educational institution, bases its teaching on intensive work aimed at excelling by
performance—i.e. tennis playing. It is through learning “a variety of know-how wrapped
up in the massive inculcation of the ideology of the ruling class” that students at ETA feel
extreme pressure and anxiety which they usually struggle against by using narcotizing
drugs, if they do not commit suicide first (155). For instance, Hal’s friend Jim Struck
usually remembers the story of a former student who did commit suicide, Eric Clipperton.
After he wins his first match at age 16 at ETA, Clipperton withdraws from school life,
usually disappearing during all the time he is not playing tennis. Then,
when play resumes Clipperton's deadly serious once more and has [a] Clock 17
[i.e. a gun] at his temple, playing, […] and wins the whole tournament by what is
essentially psychic default, and then right after collecting his trophy vanishes like
the ground itself inhaled him. (Infinite Jest 409)
Clipperton uses the gun to threaten his own life while playing, thus coaxing the
opponent into letting him win. Eventually, Clipperton commits suicide, unable to sustain
the great pressure of being exposed regularly as a professional tennis player/entertainer.
As professor DeLint is interviewed about the program routine at ETA, he explains that
students there are aiming at world-top fame and success, even though the chance is
reserved for a very exclusive tennis élite which usually are unable to bear the burden of
becoming over-exposed. Accordingly, the interviewer responds: “But even you call [the
WhataBurger tournament] the Show. They’ll be entertainers” (Inifnite Jest 661). The
whole educational purpose at ETA depends on the kids becoming entertainers during their
matches, all throughout their tennis careers.
Just as Althusser points out the educational system as the cradle of ideological
persuasion, Gilles Deleuze posits that the societies of control deliver the school into the
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corporation, thus substituting the training in factories for the school system that plunges
individuals into corporations’ interests. According to Deleuze, “just as the corporation
replaces the factory, perpetual training tends to replace the school, and continuous control
to replace the examination. Which is the surest way to deliver the school over to the
corporation” (5). In Infinite Jest, both intensive drill training and individuals’ lessons aim
to deliver the school over to entertainment, since students are trained to participate in the
WhataBurger Invitational in Arizona which only happens once a year, thus escalating into
ranked ONAN tennis positions, but also contributing to the delight of masses who enjoy
high-competitive tennis matches as part of their daily doses of entertainment.
Furthermore, Deleuze’s idea of the school as the precursor of corporation life is
shared by Wallace as to the profits acquired at the expense of consumers. In an interview,
Wallace claims that “one reason why allowing corporations to subsidized educational
materials or to move their advertising to high school cafeterias is a bit scary, because
those are educating children in a very specific way that’s tailored to the interests of the
corporation” (Burn 141). In other words, Wallace shows concern for the way in which
corporations seem to take over the school by means of media advertising and
consumerism. Thus, consumerism is deeply associated to the cultural state in which
ONAN is set, namely, postmodernity.
The growing shift to entertainment and consumerism takes place on what Ihab
Hassan has famously explained about capitalist societies’ cultural hegemony of
postmodernity. First, it is important to separate this term from postmodernism. Whereas
the latter for Hassan refers to the cultural phenomenon in literature and the arts,
postmodernity “refers to the geopolitical scheme, less order than disorder, which has
emerged in the last decades [since the 1960s]” (3). Accordingly, postmodernity stands as
a large cultural quilt beneath which postmodernism, among other cultural movements,
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are engraved—e.g. postcolonial studies, race and gender movements or poststructuralism.
Likewise, as an inclusive geopolitical process which may also be identified as
globalization, postmodernity “refers to an interactive, planetary phenomenon wherein
tribalism and imperialism, myth and technology, margins and centers […] play out their
conflictual energies” (Hassan 3). In Infinite Jest, technology has established its dominion
by implementing advances such as the Jarvik IX Exterior Artificial Heart, which consists
of a surgically transplanted artificial heart that the patient may carry in a bag (142), as
well as the standardization of Interface use, which nobody ever uses in ONAN after fear
of over-exposure through video-telephoning, which is due to “monstrous aesthetic
pressures” on consumers—i.e. good-looking, smart appearance while video-telephoning
is on (150).
Furthermore, the conflictive energies existing between myth and technology in
postmodernity are conspicuous in Wallace’s novel. According to Adam Kelly, Infinite
Jest succeeds in the development of its dialogues since the voices are able to fully address
arguments which find their counterfeited version in different speakers. Dialogues become
convincingly enough for the reader to decide which option suits the author’s
contemporary reality best. In his essay, Kelly uses the conversation between the
Quebecois terrorist Remy Marathe and double-agent for the ONAN Office of Unspecified
Services Hugh Steeply, regarding the possibilities of disaster if the film cartridge known
as “Infinite Jest” ever reaches any potential viewer. Whereas Steeply mainly shares
liberal, individualistic views on American character, Marathe disregards his companion’s
ideas as obsolete forms of American myths which do not have a place in ONAN any
longer. However,
the importance of giving Steeply’s argument its fullest articulation is that the faults
readers may find in it as a prescription for the present day only serve to place
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greater emphasis on the technologically altered world Wallace is depicting
throughout the novel. (Kelly 275)
In other words, conversational conflict helps the reader notice that the narrator’s
depiction of the fictional, near future of the United States is also relevant for a better
understanding of American society’s course during the 1990s. Thus, it is possible to claim
that, despite Wallace’s rejection of his writing style as belonging to postmodernism14, the
world described in Infinite Jest carries Hassan’s postmodernity to its ultimate
consequences. In fact, Hassan himself submits that “what lies beyond postmodernism” is
“postmodernity” (11). In other words, even though Wallace should not be taken into
account as a postmodernist writer, the context in which Infinite Jest is set is also
characterized by postmodernity.
After illustrating the lack of consensus that exists in tagging a date to
postmodernism’s demise, Tom Byers posits postmodernity “as a larger (continuing)
social era—that of late capitalism—and then postmodernismS […] as a range of […]
responses to postmodernity” (10). His view reinforces Hassan’s postmodernity quilt of
which postmodernism took part, whose intimate relation to late capitalism implies that
“until late capitalism as we know it is superseded by something else,” the cultural sphere
of postmodernity prevails (Byers 11), namely, a different world economic system.
Byers quotes Fredric Jameson’s identification of several elements concerning late
capitalism, among others, “new forms of media interrelationship, […] computers and
automation” or “the flight of production to advanced Third World areas” (Jameson xix).
In fact, the flight of production from largely developed areas renders an economic system
based on consumption, that is, “the shift from production to consumption as the most

In an interview with Larry McCaffery, Wallace claims that he finds it hard “to call myself a writer. And
terms like ‘postmodernist’ or ‘surrealist’ send me straight to the bathroom, I’ve got to tell you” (“A
Conversation with David Foster Wallace”).
14
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important economic role played by the subjects of the most highly developed regions in
the world economy” (Byers 13). In other words, consumerism is one of the leading
characteristics of late capitalism15 , which is also the dominating feature corresponding to
ONANite Reconfiguration in Infinite Jest. Probably the most conspicuous example of
domineering consumerism in Wallace’s novel comes from the name of the years in which
the novel is set: Second-in-Command for ONAN administration Rodney Tine devises a
stratagem by which corporations bid at the end of the year so that the coming one may be
named after the highest-bidder corporation’s product. Infinite Jest is mainly set during
the Year of the Depend Adult Undergarment and its subsequent Year of Glad,
interspersed with scenes from different years, such as the Year of the Whopper, or Year
of the Trial-Size Dove Bar (Infinite Jest 223). Thus, consumerism advances year after
year in what ONAN knows as Subsidized Time, sharing identical traits with the stage of
late capitalism mentioned above. As Stephan Hirt has rightly put it, “[with the] demise of
the Christian calendar, […] each year no longer denotes a succession in time from one
fixed point in the past to an end point in the future, but simply a product of consumption
unrelated to either past or future” (28). Therefore, control over the Gregorian calendar,
which marks the relentless passing of time, has been substituted by endless consumption
that repeats itself in the following year, which portrays the role of addiction in Wallace’s
novel.
Consumerism works as a form of addiction, which is suffered by every single
character presented in Infinite Jest. According to Wallace, “something is malignantly

15

Gilles Deleuze explains that the capitalist system that emerges from World War II is one that relegates
production to Third World areas. Thus, he concludes that the factory has been replaced for the
corporation, since “this is no longer a capitalism for production, but for the product, which is to say, for
being sold or marketed” (6). The shift from production to consumption reaches its peak in Wallace’s
dystopian setting, where “94% of all ONANite paid entertainment [is] now absorbed at home” (Infinite
Jest 620).
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addictive if (1) it causes real problems for the addict, and (2) it offers itself as relief from
the very problems it causes” (“E Unibus Pluram” 163). Wallace uses this broad definition
to identify the problems of addiction to TV and advertising in American society, which
closely relates to what Byers has explained regarding the process of becoming a
consumer: “one becomes a consumer by learning to expect constant, though never fully
satisfying, low levels of gratification: in short, one learns consumption by watching
television and surfing the net” (16). For example, in Infinite Jest, while designing an
advertising campaign for their next product, Viney and Veals Advertising bases the
release of a new, superior type of ad—what the narrator terms as ‘Überad’—for a product
which shares the same idea expressed by Wallace in “E Unibus Pluram,” that is, “[the
campaign] did what all ads are supposed to do: create an anxiety relievable by purchase”
(414). Viney and Veals’ campaign symbolizes how the advertising business provides
solutions to the very problems it creates in the minds of consumers, that is, creating “an
anxiety relievable by purchase” (414). Later in the novel, during the Viney and Veals
meeting, Rodney Tine Jr—the Second-in-Command’s son in President Gentle’s
administration—asks the company’s CEO, who has just bought off the rights for the next
year to carry the name of his company—the Year of Glad—, whether he really intends
“the Year of Glad to be the year half the nation [would stop] doing anything but staring
bug-eyed at some sinister cartridge while little whorls went around in their eyes until they
died of starvation” (878). In other words, the coming year will see the dissemination of
James O. Incandenza’s lethal film “Infinite Jest” by a Quebecois terrorist group whose
whole province, now part of ONAN-Reconfiguration, is used as a dumpster for toxic
waste generated all along the country.
Furthermore, consumerism directly attacks the links of history and tradition
because of its ability to reproduce history itself as a marketable commodity while
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depriving it of its intellectual rigor and perseverance. In fact, “consumerism, with its
constant emphasis on new fashions and new desires, is the most important anti-historical
force” (Byers 17). Consumerism as an anti-historical force harks back to Walter
Benjamin’s idea of consumerism for the masses in the early 20th century, which reflects
on two circumstances to comprehend the decay of the aura. According to Benjamin, these
circumstances are “the desire of contemporary masses to bring things ‘closer’ spatially
and humanly, which is just as ardent as their bent toward overcoming the uniqueness of
every reality by accepting its reproduction” (217). Both trespassing its distance and its
uniqueness—i.e. its non-reproducible aesthetic presence—, any object is thus deprived of
its tradition and filled with the instant gratification of an ever-existing present.
Indeed, the idea that a market commodity opposes a work of art because of the
two circumstances that Benjamin has noticed in the advent of technological progress is
also notable for Wallace. As mentioned earlier, Wallace identifies consumerism as the
ruling ideology of TV entertainment. As his biographer David Lipsky has posited,
“entertainment, for Wallace, lies on one side of a ‘continuum,’ at the other side of which
is art” (Sayers 347). In fact, Wallace is aware that the effect of commercial entertainment
upon the individual who receives it is as gratifying as unsatisfying, which results in
passive contemplation. In Wallace’s own words, “a commercial movie doesn’t try to
wake people up but rather to make their sleep so comfortable and their dreams so pleasant
that they will fork over money to experience it” (“David Lynch Keeps his Head” 170).
As opposed to the works of art encountered by Charles Kinbote in Pale Fire, or by Oedipa
Maas in Lot 49, the appeal of entertainment in fiction deals with its numbing quality, i.e.
the hypnotic quality which surrounds the entertainment, whether it is TV, or the movie
theatre. Roland Barthes had already spoken of the effects upon leaving the movie theatre,
thus he describes himself while heading to a café as follows:
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he’s sleepy, that’s what he’s thinking, his body has become something sopitive,
soft, limp, and he feels a little disjointed, even […] irresponsible. In other words,
obviously, he’s coming out of hypnosis. And hypnosis […] means only one thing
to him: the most venerable of powers: healing. (Barthes 345)
Barthes explains that the hypnotic quality of the movie theatre finds its lure on
presenting an image as real whereas, in fact, the image is a symbolic representation behind
several masks. Barthes seems to coincide with Althusser in that the image and its effect
upon the viewer has the characteristics of ideology. Just as ideology interpellates the
subject by exposing the nature of its ideology in Althusser, for Barthes “the historical
subject, like the cinema spectator [he] imagin[es], is also glued to ideological discourse”
just as the cinema spectator is glued to the screen while the film is rolling (348). Thus,
postmodernity is notable for its ideological discourse on entertainment and consumerism
as necessary practices for the protraction of late capitalism as the prevailing economic
system. In other words, “Barthes uses quasi-Althusserian terminology to compare the
‘filmgoer’ to the ‘historical subject’ and, correspondingly, the cinema to ‘ideological
discourse’” (Sayers 351). Therefore, the filmgoer—or TV consumer—responds to
entertainment’s interpellation just as the subject who follows the Christian doctrine
responds to God’s interpellation, as Althusser has illustrated it (Althusser 177). In Infinite
Jest, ONANite society consumes “94% of their paid entertainment at home,” for instance,
society’s cultish following of Mrs. Tawni Kwondo’s immensely popular exercises on a
Teleputer show, which keeps “60 million North Americans daily kicking and genuflecting
with Tawni Kwondo, a mass choreographer somewhat similar to those compulsory A.M.
tai chi slo-mo exercise assemblies in post-Mao China” (620). The image of millions of
people reproducing at the same time the show’s ritualistic movements in front of their
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Teleputers also provides an idea of submission to the interpellation of the ruling ideology
in ONAN, which is the culture of consumption.
Mrs. Kwondo’s example reveals on a smaller scale the effects of the film cartridge
“Infinite Jest” upon the viewer, a supposedly lost master copy which is so lethal that
anyone who watches it becomes enthralled by its image, thus losing any appetite, not
noticing bodily functions or signs of dehydration any longer. As to the contents of the
film, they are revealed by the main—and only—actress’ best friend Molly Notkin to
ONAN’s government police, i.e. the United States Office of Unspecified Services (788).
Molly tells them that
her understanding of the après-garde Auteur J. O. Incandenza's lethally
entertaining ‘Infinite Jest’ […] is that it features Madame Psychosis as some kind
of maternal instantiation of the archetypal figure Death, sitting naked, corporeally
gorgeous, ravishing, hugely pregnant, […] explaining in very simple childlike
language to whomever the film's camera represents that Death is always female,
and that the female is always maternal. I.e. that the woman who kills you is always
your next life's mother. (Infinite Jest 788)
The contents of James Incandenza’s film are disturbing, but mysteriously
mesmerizing enough to submerge viewers into its depths for as long as their bodies may
resist it. Apart from this description, the narrator in Wallace’s novel minutely describes
the narrative plot of several other James Incandenza films, using ekphrasis—i.e. detailed
description of the films’ contents—not only to depict these other films, but also an
allegedly murderous cartridge whose details should be unknown for its lethal force. As
for the latter, “the ekphrasis of the Entertainment that the US government seeks would be
a ‘safe’ form of the cartridge, one that presumably would not have its hypnotic effects”
(Sayers 353). In other words, Sayers considers that by using ekphrasis, the narrator fights
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the common—wrong—belief that “films are capable of provoking far more intense
reactions in their audiences than written words are in theirs” (353). Even though the
hypnotic quality of film is presented in Barthes, as well as in Infinite Jest, it seems
necessary to establish a difference between the hypnotic quality of film and its aura, since
the former depends on individuals’ absorption of the film, whereas the latter depends on
the film’s absorption of the individuals.
On the one hand, the signs of hypnosis in consumer societies are conspicuous in
Infinite Jest, as Hal Incandenza’s paper for his subject “Introduction to Entertainment
Studies” at ETA shows. In his essay, Hal asserts that the American hero in popular TV
shows has shifted to a different kind of hero as a result of his/her adaptation to
commodities and entertainment consumption. Thereupon, Hal predicts the advent of a
new kind of hero in future TV shows: “we await, I predict, the hero of non-action, the
catatonic hero, the one beyond calm, divorced from all stimulus, carried here and there
about sets by burly extras whose blood sings with retrograde amines” (Infinite Jest 142).
Accordingly, the effects of James Incandenza’s film on viewers let them fall in the same
catatonic state that Hal foretells in his paper.
On the other hand, “Infinite Jest” as a film is devoid of aura—i.e. devoid of the
natural distance a stage actor/actress would keep between him/her and the audience—
, since the main actress that appears onscreen, Joelle van Dyne, acts for a camera,
instead of an actual audience. Because her identification, as that of any other actor or
actress, is with the camera, as opposed to the public, the actor/actress “has to operate
with his [/her] whole living person, yet forgoing its aura. For aura is tied to his [/her]
presence; there can be no replica of it” (Benjamin 223). In other words, the image of
Joelle van Dyne on camera is devoid of aura, so the effect the film produces over the
spectator is merely entertaining, as opposed to the reaction experienced by characters in
the previous novels,
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such as Charles Kinbote or Oedipa Maas. Once the actor/actress is filmed onscreen, “the
aura that envelops the actor vanishes, and with it the aura of the figure he [/she] portrays”
(223). To summarize, it seems not possible to speak of James Incandenza’s “Infinite Jest”
as provided with an effect similar to the aura of a work of art as this study has conducted
hitherto. Instead, the effect of the auteur’s film must deal with lethal entertainment, due
to its lethargic, almost narcotizing, effect upon the viewer.
Devoid of aura, Joelle’s image is taken by the camera before the public, as occurs
with any other actor or actress onscreen. According to Benjamin, any actor is aware that
“while facing the camera he [or she] knows that ultimately [s/]he will face the public, the
consumers who constitute the market” (224). Consumerism is a reaction of the masses
toward mechanical reproduction of art, so the market is conformed by mass reactions
regarding enjoyment by the public, thus measuring “individual reactions, [which] are
predetermined by the mass audience response they are about to produce” (Benjamin 227).
In Infinite Jest, the mass audience response to Incandenza’s film is similar to each viewer,
namely, a never fully realized desire to reach satisfaction through consumption.
Wondering about his ignorance regarding the causes for his father’s suicide, Hal
Incandenza aims to point out the causes of art’s impressions on the observer in ONAN
being subjected to trends which meet such impressions as “hip and cool” (Infinite Jest
694). According to Hal,
maybe it’s the fact that most of the arts here are produced by world-weary and
sophisticated older people and then consumed by younger people who not only
consume art but study it for clues on how to be cool, hip–and keep in mind that,
for kids and younger people, to be hip and cool is the same as to be admired and
accepted and included and so Unalone. (694)
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In short, Hal wonders whether art in the age of entertainment is regarded as an
object of consumption that may provoke similar reactions in a group of people, thus
foregoing the process of contemplation that the work of art requires. As Benjamin has
explained it, on comparing a painting to a film as to the quality of aura to be produced,
“the painting invites the spectator to contemplation; before it the spectator can abandon
himself to his associations. Before the movie frame he cannot do so. No sooner has his
eye grasped a scene than it is already changed” (231). Contemplation, with its subsequent
associations, favors the aura between the work of art and the observer, since images were
originally intended to be sought for physically—i.e. attending the unique place where it
happens to be. The advent of film and photography allows images to travel effortlessly.
In Infinite Jest, by giving themselves up to the hypnotic pleasures of entertainment
brought to their homes, characters seem to find no time or space for contemplation.
However, the reader of Infinite Jest struggles with the novel’s length and density, which
opposes the simulacra offered by film or TV the characters s/he reads about are subjected
to. Accordingly, “Wallace’s aesthetic requires that fiction disturb our staid existence and
propel us into the common experiences of human life” (Jacobs 219). Jacobs asserts that
Wallace’s fiction should absorb its reader by means of disturbance.
Benjamin establishes a difference between distraction and concentration, both of
which are associated to the relationship of the work of art and the observer. He states that
“a man who concentrates before a work of art is absorbed by it,” whereas “the distracted
mass absorbs the work of art” (232). Just as Charles Kinbote and Oedipa Maas shared the
same utter enthrallment toward art in Pale Fire and The Crying of Lot 49, respectively,
in Infinite Jest, James Incandenza’s film functions as a simulation of a work of art
designed to be reproduced in all American homes by a Quebecois terrorist group to induce
every watcher into a never-ending consumption of the film. Simply put, whereas Kinbote
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and Oedipa were absorbed by the respective works of art they encounter, to which they
produce a creative answer, “Infinite Jest” seems to lead to a state of deep sopor akin to
Barthes’ impressions on leaving a movie theatre. In fact, Hugh Steeply, during his
conversation with Marathe, talks about the impression on the face of those who watch
Incandenza’s film, which the double-agent describes as “stuck. Fixed. Held. Trapped
[…]. As if [they] were stuck wondering. As if there was something [they’d] forgotten”
(Infinite Jest 647). These signs of stasis point to the film’s impossibility of creating aura
as the natural distance between the art work which absorbs the beholder, as opposed to
engaging entertainment which lets itself be absorbed by its beholder.
ONAN does not only reflect entertainment as an addictive object of consumption,
but also as a temporary relief from the relentless anxiety that death causes in Wallace’s
dystopian society. Molly Notkin uses a convoluted sentence on entertainment as the
symbol for late capitalist society. According to her,
the entire perfect-entertainment-as-Liebestod myth surrounding the purportedly
lethal final cartridge was nothing more than a classic illustration of the
antinomically schizoid function of the post-industrial capitalist mechanism, whose
logic presented commodity as the escape-from-anxieties-of-mortality-whichescape-is-itself-psychologically-fatal. (Infinite Jest 792)
In simpler words, Molly depicts the lethal film of the late James Incandenza as an
example of the psychologically biased reality in postmodernity, that is, the use of
marketable commodities to avert the individual’s eyes from the realization of their own
mortality. Molly’s views on commodities as distraction are similar to James Incandenza’s
reasons for bringing “Infinite Jest” into existence. Thus, Hal remembers that his father
had abandoned his avant-garde film technique style toward the end of his life, “and one
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way of looking at [James’s] abandonment of anticonfluentialism 16 is that in his last
several projects he’d been so desperate to make something that ordinary US audiences
might find entertaining and diverting and conducive to self-forgetting” (944).
Furthermore, the anxiety caused by the realization of one’s mortality is also emphasized
by Wallace in one of his early essays, in which he reasons that “if we’re the only animals
who know in advance we’re going to die, we’re also probably the only animals who would
submit so cheerfully to the sustained denial of this undeniable and very important truth”
(“Fictional Futures” 14). This submission corresponds to the numbing infatuation of
distractions, epitomized by entertainment.
The Quebecois terrorist Rémy Marathe speculates on the fate of ONAN once his
group has retrieved the master copy of Incandenza’s “Infinite Jest” and disseminated it
through all Teleputer devices in pre-Reconfiguration America. Marathe, addressing Hugh
Steeply on the nature of the murderous film, claims that “Infinite Jest” “is a USA
production, this Entertainment cartridge. Made by an American man in the USA […].
The U.S.A. drive for spectation [i.e. spectacle], which your culture teaches” (Infinite Jest
318). American fondness for commodification of spectacle prevents contemplative
experience of aura in Benjamin’s terms. Not only the demise of art, but literally the
demise of American society is at stake in Wallace’s novel because of the addiction disease
created by nurturing a culture solely with bland entertainment, represented by a film
cartridge that is conceived as American since it stands as the symbol for lethal
entertainment, the climactic consequences of the culture of consumption.

16

Even though it is never explicitly mentioned in the novel, anticonfluentialism is a film movement
created by James Incandenza “where he […] tried to make characters move, however inconclusively, and
showed courage, abandoned everything he did well and willingly took the risk of appearing amateurish”
(741), which avant-garde journals’ writers criticized since it has “no sort of engaging plot, no movement
that sucked you in and drew you along” (375). Indeed, Infinite Jest works in an anticonfluential manner as
well, since characters are developed both unrelated to each other and inconclusively, divided between
Enfield Tennis Academy and Ennet House for Alcohol and Recovery House.
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Conclusion:
Aura, Benjamin’s elusive concept, comes up as a useful hint for understanding
contemporary American literature. As the analyses on Pale Fire and Lot 49 aim to
suggest, original art works bear a mark of authenticity which Walter Benjamin described
as “the essence of all that is transmissible from its beginning, ranging from its substantive
duration to its testimony to the history which it has experienced” (221). In other words,
those authentic art works presented in the novels are compelling in many ways because
of their relation to the past.
As outlined in this project’s Introduction, the idea of progress became deeply
rooted in technological advances through examples such as Fordism, which was
responsible not only for its misleading identification with progress—as shows Benjamin’s
image of a storm which moves forward relentlessly into the future in his ninth “Thesis on
the Philosophy of History”—, but also for its role as organizer of new modes of society
that progressively fueled a sense of false interconnectedness among individuals based on
mechanical advances—e.g. an emerging, all-englobing media institution, the 1980s shift
to globalization, etc. In Benjamin’s essay “The Storyteller,” (1936) there is an accurate
picture of technology’s maladaptation to social progress:
A generation that had gone to school on a horse-drawn streetcar now stood under
the open sky in a countryside in which nothing remained unchanged but the
clouds, and beneath these clouds, in a field of force of destructive torrents and
explosions, was the tiny, fragile human body. (84)
In other words, either technological or social, the idea of progress takes place
rapidly in the minds of many Americans by the beginning of the 20th century, thus
becoming associated to conspicuous changes in landscape and daily habits which the
masses experience as a result of new discoveries. The idea behind the first two novels in
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this project—i.e. Pale Fire and Lot 49—seem to involve embracing original artistic
production as an alternative attempt of achieving interconnectedness among individuals,
whereas the third novel—i.e. Infinite Jest—revels in technological advances that allow
artificial interconnection, e.g. “Teleputer” screens and constrictive school systems
designed to commodify experiences into objects of consumption.
Indeed, Benjamin’s ideas seem to be relevant on reading contemporary American
literature: his reluctance to accept technological advancements as synonyms for progress
is epitomized in his concept of aura which, in short, aims to catch an attentive look from
the work of art’s beholder, i.e. to dare an alternative reading of reality, either a fantastic
land rich with murderous plots and courtly loves whence one is an exile from, or a shady
organization that has been managing an underground mail system for centuries which
nobody else apart from the beholder knows about.
There seem to be two appropriate ways to broaden the scopes of the present thesis:
either to apply theories on consumerism and history by the Frankfurt School, or to find
other contemporary American novels that involve an original, unique art work—or its
substitution for entertainment fiction—which may be applied to Benjamin’s work. The
former would broaden up the scope of critical thinking related to Benjamin’s: Theodor
W. Adorno’s “Culture Industry” (1944) with its views on totalitarian advertisement
strategies; or Hannah Arendt’s The Human Condition (1958) with its warnings about
technological advancement’s relation to loss of control over the consequences of one’s
actions. The latter would read novels such as Don DeLillo’s White Noise (1985) on
theories of simulacra, as well as ideological apparatus, and how they apply to Benjamin’s
ideas on tradition and storytelling.
Further analysis on Benjamin’s work as applied to American literature may be
useful for academic criticism not only regarding the liberal arts, but also politics and
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society, insofar as the latter is usually led to believe that any technological advancement
equals progress. For instance, the current US-China trade war has plunged both countries
in a technological race for the development of 5G network service, which offers higher
speed in download rates, among other services. By providing its customers with higher
speed for the user’s comfort, 5G seems to satisfy both “the desire of contemporary masses
to bring things ‘closer’ spatially,” as well as the acceptance of those things’ reproduction
(Benjamin 217). Both conditions contribute to the disappearance of aura, since they rule
out the possibility of contemplation. Instead, they favor stupor and numbness. In short, it
is worth looking for characters in contemporary American literature whose object of
devotion is possessed of art’s ritual value, whose encounters with an authentic work of
art—i.e. its place and time where it happens to exist—are revived by the characters’
retelling of their impressions on such art work—for them to become immortal between
the lines.
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Appendixes:

Figure 1. “Angelus Novus.” Paul Klee, 1920.

Figure 2. “Bordando el Manto Terrestre.” Remedios Varo, 1961.
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Figure 3. “La Huida,” Remedios Varo, 1961.

Figure 4. “Hacia la Torre.” Remedios Varo, 1960.
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